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KEN PULSKAMP
City Manager, City of Santa Clarita

Introduction

The prospect of there being a shortage of local government professionals who

are ready to take over leadership roles for retiring managers is a very real and

significant issue for the local government profession. This is an issue that is also

widespread, as it is estimated that half of the 20.6 million government workers

in this country are forty-five years of age or older (Nelson A. Rockefeller

Institute of Government). This fact has been the beating drum of alarm

communicated to local governments all over the country and influenced the

formation of the Preparing the Next Generation (PNG) initiative. Since its

formation in 2001 and through the dedicated leadership of Frank Benest, the

PNG initiative has developed valuable resources for current managers to

prepare, develop, and motivate the next generation of government workers.

Many local governments have taken the initiative in addressing this issue by implementing programs

designed to empower young and mid-career professionals to take on bigger and better roles in their

organizations and beyond. Additional goals are to attract qualified individuals and increase diversity in the

local government profession. These programs include mentoring, succession planning, and leadership

development.

“Local Governments Preparing the Next Generation: Successful Case Studies” was assembled for the purpose

of showcasing all the hard work being done by cities to help attract and prepare the next generation of local

government professionals. The guidebook highlights programs being used by local governments who believe

it is their responsibility to mentor young and mid-career professionals. It is our goal for this guidebook to be

used as a resource for cities to use when inspiring their own programs designed to prepare the next

generation.

A career in local government can be very rewarding and is certainly an honorable career path. I find it very

unfortunate that government work is often mislabeled as being bureaucratic, second-rate work that does not

attract the best and brightest employees. For this reason, it is crucial that we strive to correct this fallacy by

enhancing the development and attraction of talented employees.

I would like to take the opportunity to thank those organizations that helped to underwrite the production of

this document, including the Cal-ICMA Coaching Program, California Contract Cities Association, Municipal

Information Systems Association of Southern California, City of Palo Alto, City of Huntington Beach, and

the City of Santa Clarita.

Also, a special thanks to the local governments that contributed to the development of this book. These local

governments are to be commended for pioneering programs that address the growth and development of

their employees and for showing true care for the future of the local government profession.
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FRANK BENEST
City Manager, City of Palo Alto
Co-Chair of the Preparing the Next Generation Committee

A Demographic Tsunami

Local governments are braced to address a demographic tsunami of Baby-

Boomer retirements. The largest “talent replacement gaps” are at the senior

management, administrative, and key professional levels. How local

governments respond to the demographic challenge will determine the quality

of public service for decades to come.

This crisis is not unique to the public service sector. The whole U.S. economy is

now confronting this wave of retirements, as eighty million Baby-Boomers

(born between 1946-1964) have begun to leave full-time paid employment with

only fifty million Generation X'ers (born between 1965-1977) ready to replace

them. However, this demographic challenge is more severe for government since there is a greater proportion

of Baby Boomers in the public sector than in the private sector. Growing up in the JFK era, Baby Boomers

perceived government service as an honorable calling and joined local government and other public service

organizations in great numbers. The Government Accountability Office (GAO) of Congress now estimates

that 53 percent of all government workers at federal, state, and local levels are eligible to retire in the next

three to five years.

The biggest issue is talent development. To what extent are mid-career Generation X professionals ready and

willing to fill the vacant leadership slots? If the smaller numbers of Gen X'ers have not been sufficiently

prepared and tested for leadership tasks in local government, how do local governments quickly accelerate

their growth and development in very concrete and practical ways? In addition to providing technical skills,

how do local government organizations help promote the development of people skills that are central to the

leadership function? Finally, how do agencies capture the explicit as well as tacit institutional knowledge of

long-time professionals as they retire?

TEN LESSONS LEARNED

For local government to effectively respond to the wave of Baby-Boomer retirements at all levels, especially

in managerial and professional ranks, public agencies must “grow their own leaders” and design and

implement succession planning programs. In evaluating our leadership development and succession planning

efforts to date in local government, we have identified a number of lessons learned:

1. Support from the Top

Leadership development and succession planning programs may be managed by HR Departments but must be

“owned” and promoted by the chief executive and the executive team of department directors. Otherwise,

there will be insufficient attention and resources committed to these efforts given all the other demands on

the organization.
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2. Reconceptualize Roles of Managers

Supervisors and managers in local government see their primary roles as “getting out the work” and

overseeing others in their units. To be successful in developing a new generation of leaders, we need to

reconceptualize the roles of managers so they see talent development as a primary function.

3. Align All Systems

Developing talent, especially leadership talent, will not happen if all organizational systems (strategic

planning, training, performance evaluation, compensation) are not aligned to achieve this goal. For example,

an agency's strategic plan and its priority goals must include leadership development and succession planning

or no one will focus on it. Managers must be trained to provide developmental support and guidance to high

potential employees. They must also be evaluated and compensated according to the degree they successfully

perform this talent development function. All organizational systems must be aligned.

4. Differentiate Between Leadership and Management Skills

Development programs must differentiate between management and leadership. Management is based on

one's formal or positional authority in the organization. Management authority can only force a minimally

acceptable level of performance by subordinates. Management skills are beneficial for solving technical

problems.

Leadership, on the other hand, is based not on positional authority but rather one's interpersonal, moral, and

even spiritual attributes. It is only a leadership situation when followers can choose not to follow a leader.

Leadership is required when it is an “adaptive task” involving change, learning new ways of thinking and

acting, and commitment. Leadership is all about the soft skills that are needed to achieve hard results.

5. Identify Leadership Competencies

Successful leadership development programs first identify competencies needed by organizational leaders and

then build learning and growth experiences around those competencies. Some of these competencies may be

“global” skills that all leaders require regardless of their organizations. Others may be particular leadership

competencies required by one's unique situation or organization.

For instance, the Center for Public Leadership affiliated with Harvard's Kennedy School of Government

recently identified the following seven leadership competencies for the public sector:

1. Catalytic: identifying, analyzing, and judging complex collective challenges and opportunities, and

mobilizing others to remain focused on addressing them.

2. Contextual: knowing the cultural, historical, institutional, intellectual, and policy context in which one

operates.

3. Interpersonal: modulating one's behavior in order to interact effectively in a variety of settings.

A Demographic Tsunami, continued
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4. Leadership Theory: understanding the fundamental leadership concepts, constructs, and research findings.

5. Organizational: planning, organizing, coordinating, and executing collective action.

6. Personal: being self-aware, that is, able to reflect on one's thinking, feeling, and behavior; knowing one's

strengths and weaknesses, predilections, dominant tendencies, and values.

7. Social Systems: analyzing dynamic social and political systems.

The City of Anaheim conducted a systemic effort to identify leadership  competencies for different roles in

the organization and then developed its Leadership Academy curriculum and other related programs around

the competencies. For example, successful supervisors build trust and credibility, coach and mentor others, and

serve as role models. Effective managers exert influence in group settings and serve as good facilitators and

negotiators in team settings. Citywide leaders are change agents with a global perspective who exercise a

longer-term vision in managing change. In short, people at different levels of the organization have different

roles that require different competencies and behaviors.

6. Go Beyond Training

Talent development used to be conceived as classroom training. Classroom training is indeed needed to

provide concepts and the theoretical framework for leadership and management tasks. However, talent

development can only succeed if high-potential aspiring leaders are engaged in a series of challenging work

experiences coupled with candid performance feedback.

It is only through experience that real stretching, growth, and learning occurs.

7. Place Responsibility for Self-Development on Employee

Obviously, the organization must analyze workforce trends, recognize the need to grow its leaders, plan for

succession, and provide growth opportunities, coaching and other resources and support. However, ultimately

the responsibility for self-development must be the responsibility of the aspiring manager. Only the

employee can commit the required time, energy, reflection, and learning that is needed if one is to grow,

develop, and prepare oneself for career advancement.

8. Focus Resources on High-Potential Employees But Make The Program Inclusive

A local government only has limited time and resources to focus on developing aspiring managers.

Consequently, senior management is likely to select the organization's “star” performers and other high-

potential employees to be included in the “talent pool” and then target its time, attention, and resources on

these more obvious potential successors.

However, given our public sector values of fairness, equity, and inclusion, local government should make the

development opportunities open to all employees. Often, less obvious potential leaders will self-select and

then demonstrate previously hidden talents.
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9. Use Outside Resources

Most local government agencies lack all the resources required for a successful leadership development and

succession planning program. Consequently, local governments must actively access statewide resources (e.g.,

Coaching Program sponsored by Cal-ICMA), develop collaborative leadership development efforts (e.g., the

Management Talent Exchange Program sponsored by the City Manager Associations of Santa Clara and San

Mateo Counties), or partner with local educational institutions (e.g., Palo Alto's Management Academy uses

faculty from Foothill Community College).

10. Partner with Governing Boards and Unions

By sharing articles on the need to prepare the next generation of managers as well as publicizing the results

of an agency's workforce analysis, local government executives can raise the consciousness of governing

boards regarding the issue of talent development and include leadership development and succession planning

as key policy initiatives of the board. Likewise, engaging employees and their union representatives in the

issue and creating an inclusive program will help minimize any union opposition.

LEARNING FROM EACH OTHER

The demographic crisis facing our government organizations will only grow as more and more baby-boomers

retire. However, as these successful case studies demonstrate, California local governments are at the forefront

of recognizing the age wave and addressing the Next Generation challenge. With this casebook, we can share

our program experiences and learn from each other.

A Demographic Tsunami, continued
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PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

The City has a Management Committee comprised of managers from all City Departments
and a few Department Heads. The Committee coordinates leadership development and
succession planning programs. Since 2002, the City of Fairfield has developed programs
to prepare the “next generation” of employees to take the place of those retiring and
leaving the workforce. 

In 2005, the City of Fairfield

initiated a Mentor Program.

In October 2005, the Management

Committee coordinated a kick-off

meeting targeted to managers to

“Help Develop the City's

Mentoring/Coaching Program.”

The meeting was held off-site and

facilitated by Don Maruska,

Director of the Cal-ICMA

Coaching Program. Goals

included: preparing the next

generation; building linkages with

colleagues across the organization;

targeting key talent needs for the

City; learning best practices;

sampling effective mentoring and

coaching approaches; and enjoying

the camaraderie of a great team!

At the direction of Kevin

O'Rourke, City Manager,

Departments put together

responses in November 2005 on:

(1) what Departments do

currently to prepare the next

generation and/or offer coaching

and mentoring opportunities; (2)

cross-training/teams/projects; (3)

what we want or need to grow

employees; and, (4) how we can

start an effective Mentor

Program. (The Management

Committee was responsible for

implementing item four.)

Executive Managers made a

commitment to allow time for

Managers to provide mentoring

or to be mentored. The

philosophy was that mentoring is

the responsibility of all Managers

who wish to participate, and that

all levels of Managers needed to

learn how to develop others. The

City was (and still is) hiring many

new employees. The program is

for new and newly promoted

employees, as well as longer-term

employees interested in

participating and moving up.

In December 2005, the City held a

training program for Managers

volunteering to become Mentors.

The Management Committee

developed:

• Mentoring Guidelines

• Agreement Form

• Sample Program Plan

• Brochure containing Mentor

bio and contact information

On March 2, 2006, Kevin

O'Rourke invited new employees

to an informational meeting on

the Mentor Program. Employees

from across City Departments

attended. Highlights of the March

2 meeting included:

• Welcome

• Explanation of the Mentor 

Program

• Sharing Stories and 

Experiences

• Next Steps

On June 8, 2006, the City held a

Mentoring Program Meeting for

new and newly promoted

employees, as well as all

employees interested in preparing

for higher-level positions.

1
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JURISDICTION INFORMATION Population: 105,601

Total Full-Time Employees: 591

Total Operating Budget: $298 million

We sent a follow-up message to

all employees offering resources

to those who were interested, but

could not attend. We also provided

contact phone numbers and the

names of Management

Committee members in their

department.

PROGRAM SUCCESSES 

About two-dozen Managers and

Executives volunteered to serve as

Mentors and to participate in

Mentor training held in 

December 2005.

Managers from all City

Departments participated in the

Management Committee that

designed the Mentor Program.

These Managers also take an

active role in citywide

presentations and meetings about

the Mentor Program.

LESSONS LEARNED 

Support from the top is

important! City Manager Kevin

O'Rourke promotes the program

and sends lots of kudos to our

committee.

Although Fairfield started out

with a “formal” program, with

Mentoring Guidelines and an

Agreement, we support the

numerous “informal” mentoring

relationships that have developed

within the organization.

Publicize the program in a variety

of ways. We have written articles

for the City's Employee

Newsletter and have posted

events on the e-bulletin board.

Encourage employees to seek

Mentors from a variety of

sources. While a Mentor within

the employee's department is

helpful, sometimes it works better

for employees to have a Mentor

in a different City department, or

in an external professional

organization.

Challenges include tracking and

getting feedback on the level of

participation. Next steps include:

targeted outreach to individual

City employees; adding as part of

the new employee orientation

program; and, encouraging

employees to share stories about

their Mentor experiences since

the program began.

TOTAL PROGRAM
BUDGET

Preparing Next Generation

activities are included within the

existing City budget. All City

departments share in the costs.
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PROGRAM'S LEAD
CONTACT 

Barbara Dillon, Director of

Human Resources

(707) 429-6299 

bdillon@ci.fairfield.ca.us

1
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PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

The City of San Luis Obispo, through its Organizational Vitality Program, has identified
ten key values that employees hold as essential to an effective and successful organization.
In support of those values, the city has initiated a number of new programs and activities.
The Mentoring Program is one of them and supports the following values: 

• Employee Development and 

Recognition

• Leadership and Support

• Initiative and Accountability

The Mentoring Program is

designed to enable an employee to

learn new skills, to become

exposed to different career

options, to learn to operate new

equipment or technology, and/or

to become familiar with the

different City operations. In some

situations, an employee may be

preparing him/herself for future

promotional opportunities.

The Mentoring Program is

voluntary and may require the

supervisor's approval if limited

on-duty time is necessary to

fulfill the objectives of the

individual mentoring plan. Also,

the use of equipment or other

City resources toward the

achievement of the mentoring

plan's objectives requires a

supervisor's approval.

This program recognizes that for

some employees confidentiality

will be important to enable them

to fully explore the mentor

relationship without fear of

disclosing their specific career

interests or progress in meeting

plan objectives. The mentoring

relationship, plan specifics, and

outcomes are confidential. To the

extent that the partners (i.e., the

mentor and the participant) in an

individual mentoring relationship

want to share their experiences,

seek outside “consultant” help or

use resources from the Human

Resources Department, the

Human Resources Director or

other management employees can

provide assistance. The Human

Resources Director serves as the

program's coordinator and

oversees the “mechanics” of the

program.

To become involved in the

Mentoring Program, employees

will need to develop a Mentoring

Program Plan and complete a

Mentoring Agreement Form.

Prior to the actual plan

development, they need to contact

the program coordinator and

express their preference for two

or more mentor choices. Based on

this input the program

coordinator, with a small

volunteer team, will suggest a

match. The actual match will be

mutually agreed to by the mentor

and participant.

An orientation and mentoring

training, on City time, will be

provided to all participants and

mentors and will cover topics such

as how to develop an effective

mentoring plan and devise an

appropriate mentoring agreement,

how to develop a positive

mentoring relationship, and what

resources are available to assist

those involved in mentoring.

Employees who decide to become

involved in mentoring would have

a schedule that looks like this:

2
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JURISDICTION INFORMATION Population: 44,439

Total Full-Time Employees: 348

Total Operating Budget: $59.2 million

1. Notify the program

coordinator of your interest in

pairing up with a mentor and

give her two or more

prospects as mentors. (You

may request someone from a

list of potential mentors or

suggest someone you would

like the program coordinator

to ask to serve as your

mentor.)

2. Attend the Mentoring

Program Orientation and

receive training on how to set

up a mentoring plan and what

resources are available to

assist you.

3. As an option, complete the

behavioral style interest

profiles and submit them to

the outside consultant for

scoring and interpretation.

Your confidential results will

be mailed to you directly. You

can use the survey indicators

to assist you in developing

your mentoring plan if you so

choose.

4. Meet with your mentor and

devise an appropriate

mentoring agreement and

agree upon a mentoring plan

with desired action steps.

5. Meet regularly with your

mentor and undertake the

activities listed on your action

plan.

Upon completion of the objectives

and/or the conclusion of the

mentoring relationship, contact

the program coordinator and

complete an evaluation.

In an effort to “keep it simple,”

there are only two forms that

need to be completed: The

Mentoring Program Plan and the

Mentoring Agreement Form.

They are presented in Exhibit 2

and 3 below. (Exhibit 1 is a

guideline for completing the

Program Plan.)

The Program Plan remains

confidential between the two

parties. The Mentoring

Agreement Form needs to be

forwarded to the program

coordinator so that she knows

who is involved in the program

for follow-up. Once the objectives

have been accomplished and/or at

the conclusion of the relationship,

the program coordinator will ask

participants to complete an

evaluation form so that the

program's effectiveness can be

measured. Again, the feedback

that the coordinator is seeking is

about program design and

mechanics (i.e., how well they

helped you achieve your

objectives). Obviously, the more

feedback the program coordinator

receives the better so that the

Mentoring Program can be

refined if needed.
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Each goal is recorded on a

separate Development Plan sheet.

Goals may be professional,

educational, or personal. Some

examples include career

advancement, expanded

knowledge and/or development of

personal or technical skills. The

Development Plan is to be

completed by the participant.

Spaces are provided for:

NAME:

MENTORING GOAL:

COMPLETION DATE:

ACTION STEPS:

TARGET DATES:

RESOURCES DESIRED:

STATUS/PROGRESS 

COMMENTS:

(yours)

In this space write the goal you wish to achieve. Make the statement in

terms of the outcome, or end result, rather than the process you will use to

get there.

Date by which you'd like to have accomplished the goal.

List detailed, sequential steps for how to achieve this goal.

For each action step, enter a target date for completion of the step. Pencil

these dates in your daily planner to help keep on schedule.

You may need assistance from other than your mentor. List people, places,

funds, and any other items you anticipate needing to accomplish each

action.

Use this column to prepare for discussion with your mentor and for

reinforcing yourself for completing scheduled action steps. Enter comments

about the status of each action, progress made since the last review, etc.

Add action steps and additional target dates when appropriate.

EXHIBIT 1.  MENTORING PROGRAM PLAN GUIDELINES

2
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NAME: _______________________________________________________________________________

MENTORING GOAL: ___________________________________________________________________

COMPLETION DATE: __________________________________________________________________

ACTION STEPS: TARGET DATES: RESOURCES DESIRED

STATUS/PROGRESS 

COMMENTS

EXHIBIT 2. SAMPLE MENTORING PLAN FORM

2
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We are voluntarily entering into a mentoring relationship which we expect to benefit both of us and the City.

We want this to be a rich, rewarding experience with most of our time together spent in substantive

developmental activities. To minimize the administrative details we have noted these features of our

relationship:

• Confidentiality __________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

• Duration of the relationship (We suggest an initial term of 90 days or less) ________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

• Frequency of meetings (We suggest at least once a month________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

• Approximate amount of time to be invested by mentor ________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

• Specific role of the mentor (model, guide, observe and give feedback, recommend developmental activities,

facilitate learning, suggest/provide resources, etc.) ________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

o We have discussed the mentoring experience as a further developmental opportunity and its relationship to

the policies and procedures of the City.

o The skill areas to be the focus of the current development period are noted on the individual development

plan maintained by the participant.

o We agree to a no-fault conclusion of this relationship if, for any reason, it seems appropriate.

o We understand the mentor program activities are to occur on our own time unless other arrangements have

been made with our supervisors' approvals.

o Any use of City equipment requires the approval of the supervisor who is responsible for that equipment.

o We agree to consult with the City's Risk Manager prior to undertaking physical activities that exceed our

current job requirements for which we have not had adequate training. We agree to follow all City safety

policies and to exercise the utmost care in operating City equipment in pursuit of this agreement.

Exhibit 3.    MENTORING AGREEMENT FORM

2
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PROGRAM SUCCESSES

Although we have not formally

tracked data relating to this

program, the success rate of

employees who have participated

has been very high. Recently,

there has been more interest in

the program.

LESSONS LEARNED

While the Mentoring Program

encompasses the basics and is a

great resource for both managers

and employees, it will be updated

in the near future. In addition to

this program, there are more

informal mentor relationships

occurring: including discussions,

job shadowing, and cross training.

TOTAL PROGRAM
BUDGET 

There are no specific budget

allocations to administer this

program. However, participants do

use staff time, in addition to

personal time, to achieve the

program's objectives.

PROGRAM'S LEAD
CONTACT 

Monica Irons,

Director of Human

Resources

(805) 781-7252

mmoloney@slocity.org

2
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PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

In 2002, the City of Santa Clarita initiated the development of a Mentoring Program to
develop future leaders from within the organization and strengthen the mentoring skills of
existing leaders. Several studies have shown that organizational mentoring is a cost
effective means of retaining talent and cultivating employees. The Mentoring Program is
now five years old and has become very popular among City employees. 

The City of Santa Clarita created

a Mentoring Program with the

following goals in mind: to

provide employees with growth

and development opportunities;

institutionalize mentoring and

support the City's Philosophy and

core values; address issues

identified in an employee survey

that showed desire among

employees to engage in

mentoring relationships; to invest

in our human capital; to identify

leaders and potential leaders; to

build and deepen leadership

capacity; to provide training and

resources; and provide a support

and recognition network for those

seeking growth and development

opportunities.

The process to develop the

Mentoring Program involved

extensive input from the City's

executive and senior level

management. This input process

allowed the Program to receive

acceptance and empower a sense

of responsibility among top level

management to prepare the City's

next generation of rising stars.

Subsequent to the input process

from top level management, the

following Program scope was

developed:

• The Program is managed by a

Mentoring Committee which

is composed of the City's

Executive Team. This includes

the City Manager, Assistant

City Manager, and four

Executive Directors. The

Mentoring Committee has the

responsibility of providing

guidance and advice on the

program scope and design,

providing acknowledgement

and recognition of

Mentor/Protégé relationships,

and occasionally participates

in the program through

serving as instructors/trainers.

The active participation and

support of this Committee

demonstrates the credibility

and significance of the

Program within the

organization.

• The Program is open to all

classifications of regular

employees (management,

non-management,

union, etc.).

• The Program is a year-

long effort.

• The Program is voluntary and

participants need only to

present a Request to

Participate Form to the

Mentoring Committee.

• All participants are required

to self-select. This means that

the City does not match

Mentors and Protégés.

Instead, interested participants

are required to take the

initiative to seek potential

Mentors within the

organization that best match

their own leadership

3
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JURISDICTION INFORMATION Population: 175,314

Total Full-Time Employees: 364

Total Operating Budget: $139,044,919

characteristics. The Mentoring

Program does maintain a list

of available Mentors should

an employee need ideas on

who to select.

• Once in the program, a

Mentor/Protégé pair can

mutually agree upon a

development plan for the one-

year program. This

development plan outlines the

purpose of the relationship

and the key areas of focus.

Creating this plan provides a

framework for the

relationship and helps with

clarity and meaning. This plan

is used by the pair to facilitate

the relationship and potential

activities. Although the plan is

not required to be turned in

as part of the Program, it is

highly encouraged that pairs 

develop this.

• Mentor/Protégé pairs can

decide how often they need to

meet. The majority of

participants meet at least once

a month for an hour.

Mentors are responsible for

providing the Protégé with

professional or career guidance

focusing on long-term

development; serving as a channel

for communicating the

organizational mission and

priorities/decisions; discussing

development progress and goals;

serving as a confidant/advisor;

being a role model; and providing

opportunities to work on

challenging and significant

projects either within or out of

the Protégé's department/division

(in cooperation with and approval

of the immediate supervisor).

Once accepted into the Mentoring

Program, participants are given

the opportunity to participate in a

comprehensive training and

networking schedule. At the start

of the Program, an introductory

training session is provided to

help participants (Mentors and

Protégés) understand the concept

of mentoring and how to make

sure that their experience is

successful. For this introductory

training, the City invests in

bringing renowned key note

speakers, such as Chip Bell who is

the author of the international

best seller Managers as Mentors.

In addition to the introductory

training, the City Manager meets

with the Mentors to facilitate a

discussion about key values they

should be passing on to their

Protégés. This is to ensure that

Mentors are giving Protégés

advice that is consistent with the

City's Philosophy and core

standards for excellence in

municipal operations.

Program participants can also

attend two professional

development trainings. Some of

the trainings have included topics
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on business etiquette, leadership,

conflict management, successful

negotiation, creativity in the

workplace, project management,

and service excellence.

To help Program participants

network and provide continuous

feedback to the Mentoring

Committee and other Program

participants, three focus group

meetings are scheduled during the

course of the year-long program.

These focus group meetings serve

as period check-in sessions where

participants can share what they

are learning, give advice to other

participants, and give constructive

feedback for the betterment of 

the Program.

In addition to the focus group

meetings, participants can log on

to the Mentoring Program web

site, which is located on the City's

intranet system. This web site

allows participants to post

information that was helpful to

their mentoring relationships and

provides additional educational

resources that all participants

could benefit from. Some of these

resources include, tips on how to

select a Mentor, how to be a good

Mentor or Protégé, professional

development articles, and

testimonials from Program

participants.

At the end of the Program, the

Mentoring Committee organizes a

small reception for Program

participants. During this

reception, participants are

recognized by the City Manager

for their participation in the

Program and are given a

Certificate or small token of

appreciation to commemorate

their experiences in the Program.

PROGRAM SUCCESSES

The City of Santa Clarita

Mentoring Program has been

embraced and valued by all levels

of employees. Since its

implementation, mentoring has

become more than just a program,

it is what we naturally do and

value as an organization.

During the first two years of the

Program, approximately thirty-

five to forty employees

participated each year. Last year,

2004-2005 participation increased

significantly with sixty-nine

employees participating. The

2005-2006 session just kicked off

with ninety-six participants, which

represents nearly one-third of the

City's regular employees. This

growth illustrates the Program's

popularity among employees.

The successes of the Program

could not have been accomplished

without the support of the City's

Executive Management Team. The

City's Executive Management

Team is committed to the success

of the Mentoring Program. In

addition to their advisory and

advocacy roles, the Management

Team encourages their staff to

participate, allows participants to

use work hours for mentoring

activities, provides guidance, and

serves as role models to others.

The City has further

demonstrated its commitment to

the Program by creating a logo

unique to the Santa Clarita

Mentoring Program, and branding

the Program to employees. Other

agencies aware of Santa Clarita's

Mentoring Program have sought

information and advice on

implementing similar Programs in

their agencies.

3
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An even stronger indication of the

Program's success is the outcome

of the end of the Program survey.

Participants are given a survey to

determine their overall

satisfaction with the Program.

Here is what the participants had

to say:

• Every year, one hundred

percent of the participants say

that they thought the

Mentoring Program was

worth their time and they

would recommend it to other

employees.

• Ninety-one percent of

Mentors felt that they

understood their roles as

mentors and one hundred

percent felt that they

understood the goals of their

protégés and were able to

provide honest feedback that

helped in their professional

development.

• One hundred percent of

Protégés felt that they were

honest with their Mentors in

discussing goals,

achievements, and setbacks.

• Ninety-five percent of

Mentors said that they were

able to learn and grow

professionally from their

experiences as Mentors.

• One hundred percent of

Protégés expressed that the

mentoring relationship helped

them with their day-to-day

work and achieving 

their goals.

• Over half of the respondents

stated that their mentoring

relationships would not have

developed without the

Mentoring Program.

In addition to the consistently

positive comments received

through the satisfaction survey, of

the 249 participants since 2002,

over fifty-eight or 23 percent of

employees have actually been

successful in promoting within

the organization to take on higher

level or more complex jobs. Ten

employees who participated in the

Program were able to accept

promotions to management

positions at other organizations,

including three who were

promoted to Department Head

positions. Several employees who

have participated as Protégés have

gained sufficient confidence

through the Program to later

participate as Mentors, furthering

the support network and

deepening the leadership capacity

in the City of Santa Clarita.

LESSONS LEARNED

A common sentiment that

Mentors have shared is that their

mentoring relationships helped

give them a different perspective

or a better understanding of

issues taking place at other levels

within the organization or within

other Departments. Many

Mentors have stated that these

discoveries have helped them in

their own jobs. Mentors also

candidly express that the Program

helped them develop a sense of

responsibility to lead by example,

be good role models, and

exemplify the City's core values

and philosophy. Mentors have

expressed that they have a sense

of pride in knowing that they are

passing on their wisdom and

helping other employees learn.
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City of Santa Clarita Mentoring Program

Request to Participate

TO: The Mentoring Committee / Executive Team

FROM: __________________________________ – Mentor

__________________________________ – Protégé

DATE: __________________________________

Please accept this memo as our request to participate in the Mentoring Program. I, 

________________________ have selected ________________________ to be my

Mentor in the Mentoring Program because he/she demonstrates leadership characteristics 

aligned with the City’s Philosophy and exhibits a deep knowledge of the organization, rich 

experience, technical expertise, proper use of authority, ability to establish ambitious and

realistic goals for my professional development, ability to teach desirable skills, deep

knowledge of formal and informal business ethics, honesty, and generosity in sharing 

wisdom, openness to change, ability to provide constructive feedback, and the ability to 

delegate.

I__________________________have selected ________________________to be my 

Protégé in the Mentoring Program because he/she has high quality work performance 

potential, motivation in taking on challenges, ability to identify and address development 

needs, and willingness to accept feedback.

Attached to this request is the Protégé Development Plan also for your 

consideration.  

_______________________________ ______________________________

Mentor Protégé 

At first, potential Protégés were

skeptical of the Program, thinking

it was being implemented as a

tool for managers to keep a closer

eye on their employees. However,

this “Big Brother” view of the

Program was quickly laid to rest

once the Program began. Protégés

learned that the Mentors truly

had the Protégés' best interests in

mind and were helpful in

advancing their career goals.
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Positive experiences and the

subsequent word-of-mouth affect

directly resulted in the Mentoring 

Program's growth every year since

its implementation as more

employees wanted to be a part of it.

TOTAL PROGRAM
BUDGET

The City appropriates $10,000 

per fiscal year to implement the

Mentoring Program.
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PROGRAM'S LEAD
CONTACTS 

Ken Striplin,

Assistant City Manager

(661) 255-4336

kstriplin@santa-

clarita.com

Tina Haddad,

Assistant to the City

Manager

(661) 284-1412

thaddad@santa-clarita.com

City of Santa Clarita Mentoring Program
Protégé Development Plan

Growth & Development Areas: What are one to three areas that I want to work on over 

the next year?

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

2. Growth & Development Activities: What types of activities would be beneficial 

to assist in developing and growing in those areas?

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

3. Time Commitments: How much time do we need and agree to spend working on 

these areas? How often should we meet (should be minimum of once per month)?

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

3
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PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

Continue the development and mentoring of the January 2002 CDAC participants and
other interested managers through a program conducted by County executive managers.

What outcomes would
participants expect?

As a result of this program,

participants will:

• Understand their individual

strengths and areas for

improvement.

• Understand the requirements

of an executive-level

management position.

• Develop and practice

leadership and management

skills.

What is the design of the
Program?

Participants will attend a training

session once a month conducted

by a County executive manager

on the following topics:

• Leadership Expectations –

competencies you need to

succeed (County Manager)

• Shared Vision

2010/Community Outreach

and Involvement (County

Supervisor)

• Outcome Based Management

– Fiscal management for the

non-financial manager

(Deputy County Manager &

Human Resources Director)

• Coaching, Counseling, and

Confronting Employees

(Health Director & Assistant

Human Resources Director)

• Corrective Action (Employee

Relations Manager)

• Program/Change

Management – Assessing,

planning, implementing,

monitoring, and evaluating

programs (Former Human

Resources Director)

• Political Astuteness –

Interacting with the Board,

County Manager, and others

(Human Services Agency

Director & Former Human

Resources Director)

• Legislative Process –

Navigating through the

process (Deputy County

Manager/Legislative Director)

• Employee/Labor Relations –

Establishing positive and

successful relationships

(AFSCME Associate Director

& Assistant Human Resources

Director)

• Facilitation – The art of

running meetings (Medical

Center CEO)

• Laws/Legal – What managers

should know (County

Counsel)

PROGRAM SUCCESSES

• Participants have gained

knowledge/insight into areas

they never would have had

the opportunity to if not for

this program.

• Participants have promoted

after attending the program.
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JURISDICTION INFORMATION Population: 724,104

Total Full-Time Employees: 5,708 

Total Operating Budget: $1,645,608,036 billion

• Participants have indicated in

their evaluation comments

that they will change the way

they do things back at the

workplace (transfer of

learning) because of what

they learned in the session.

• The program is both cost

effective and embraced by

participants because we are

using internal subject matter

experts who are in leadership

positions.

• Participants were able to

obtain mentoring from

subject matter experts in

leadership positions.

Normally, they wouldn't have

even had the opportunity to

benefit from their knowledge,

much less receive direct

advice/help/mentoring.

LESSONS LEARNED

• Use of internal subject matter

experts in leadership positions

attracts participants.

• Don’t underestimate the

demand for such training. We

typically have had wait lists.

• Programs need not be

complicated, in order to be

effective. Easy to administer,

yet highly effective based on

participant

evaluations/feedback.

TOTAL PROGRAM
BUDGET

Training is provided by internal

staff members, thus there is no

budget associated with

implementation of this program.
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PROGRAM'S LEAD
CONTACT 

Teresa Henderson,

County Training Manager

(650) 363-4430

thenderson@co.sanmateo.ca.us
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PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

Established in 1980, the Management Assistant Program offers an intense and fulfilling
one-year apprenticeship in the City of Long Beach, City Manager's Office, to individuals
who have earned a Master's Degree in Public Administration, Public Policy, Business
Administration or related field.

Engaging Rotations. Learn about

the challenges and opportunities

of managing a large organization

by working in four different

departments during your year as

a Management Assistant. All

participants in the Program will

be required to complete rotations

in the City Manager's Office and

the Department of Financial

Management. After that, explore

the diverse issues facing local

government and gain operational

experience by working alongside

leaders in departments such as

Public Works, Technology

Services, Parks, Recreation &

Marine, Planning & Building or

Health & Human Services.

Access to Executive

Management. Work alongside

highly accomplished career

managers and be privy to the

highest level of executive

decision-making. The expectations

and the workload for

Management Assistants are very

high, and program participants

provide direct support to the

organization's top management.

Management Assistants attend

weekly executive management

meetings and take part in high

level discussions. In addition, they

attend local and regional

professional conferences during

the year and receive professional

development and guidance from a

Department Director Mentor.

High-Priority Projects. Develop

your management skills by taking

a leadership role on challenging

citywide projects. Management

Assistants are considered key

members of the City

Management Team and are given

assignments in critical areas that

develop project management,

program evaluation, report

writing, research, presentation,

and analytical skills to prepare

them for a successful career in

city management.

Management Assistants have

worked on projects including:

• Financial Strategic Planning:

developing solutions to a $102

million structural deficit and

assisting with the

development of the City's

$2.2 billion Annual Budget.

• Project Management:

supporting major evaluation

studies in areas such as Fire

Services, Code Enforcement,

Emergency Dispatch, Fleet

Services, Crossing Guards,

Permitting, and Custodial

Services.

• Community Outreach:

developing and delivering

presentations to City boards,

commissions, and

neighborhood associations,

and researching community

support for City services and

budget decisions.

5
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JURISDICTION INFORMATION Population: 491,000

Total Employees: over 5,500

Total Operating Budget: $2.2 billion

• Legislation: conducting

studies of Federal, State, and

Local legislation and its

impacts on City operations as

well as evaluation of 

best practices.

Career Advancement. Jump-start

your career in organizational

leadership and prepare yourself

for the next step. Management

Assistants who successfully

complete the one-year program

are well-prepared to compete for

professional positions within the

City of Long Beach. Prior

Management Assistants have

competitively secured

employment directly following

completion of the Program.

Former Management Assistants

hold many positions in the City

including Deputy City Manager,

Assistant to the City Manager,

Manager of Government Affairs,

Project Development Manager,

Manager of Planning and

Conservation, Budget Division

Officer, and Administrative

Analyst.

Positions held by former

Management Assistants outside

the City of Long Beach include:

City Manager (Lafayette, CA);

City Manager (Grand Chute, WI);

City Manager (Santa Paula, CA);

Director of Administrative

Services (Los Alamitos, CA); and

Deputy of Constituent Services

for the Democratic National

Convention.

Competitive Salary: The annual

salary for the one-year program is

$46,000. The City has a

comprehensive benefit package,

which includes vacation

accumulated after one year of

service; executive leave; personal

holiday leave; sick leave; medical,

dental, and life insurance for

employees and dependents; and

membership in the State of

California Public Employees'

Retirement System (PERS).

Qualifications: Applicants must

have completed the requirements

for a Master's Degree in Public

Administration, Public Policy,

Business Administration or

related field by July 2007. Proof of

degree will be required prior to

starting employment.

Application Review Process: All

applications will be carefully

reviewed by a staff committee to

determine top applicants who

demonstrate critical thinking and

effective writing skills, the ability

to work as a team as well as

individually, the ability to

demonstrate leadership and

innovation, and the ability to

manage complex projects.

Assessment Center: Top

candidates will be invited to the

City of Long Beach for a one-day

Management Assistant

Assessment Center. This rigorous

series of analytical exercises,

budget activities, and interviews

provides the final selection
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committee of department

directors with a comprehensive

view of your critical thinking,

writing, and presentation skills.

The selection committee will

make final job offers at the

conclusion of the 

Assessment Center.

PROGRAM SUCCESSES

This year the Management

Assistant Program is celebrating

its 25th Anniversary. For the past

25 years, the City of Long Beach

Management Assistant Program

has been attracting the country's

top graduate students and

professionals to work in the

exciting field of local government.

The Management Assistant

Program, California's oldest

municipal management

development program, provides

talented individuals with the

experience to gain the knowledge

and skills to be effective local

government practitioners. The

Management Assistant Program is

a unique and rewarding

opportunity to work in local

government and make a

difference in a community.

The Management Assistant

Program is an important asset to

the City of Long Beach and

Management Assistants are

highly valued as integral players

on the City Team.

• Education. Management

Assistants bring fresh

perspectives to the

organization about public

administration and public

policy from top research and

professional institutions and

offer unique outside

perspectives and experiences

to the organization.

• Energy. Management

Assistants provide enthusiasm

and focused energy to

important City projects.

Management Assistants are a

tremendous resource that the

City Manager and

departments rely on to assist

on high-priority projects.

• Versatility. Management

Assistants play an important

role coordinating and

facilitating priority City

projects that require the

involvement of multiple

departments. Management

Assistants have specific

expertise in some key areas

but are also strong generalists.

• Future Leaders. Management

Assistants are dedicated to

becoming leaders who can

effectively navigate the

organization. Management

Assistants gain experience in

many different aspects of local

government, which is a

benefit to them and the City

after they transition to other

positions in the City or go on

to become leaders in other

communities across 

the country.

The Management Assistant

Program is also successful because

of the tradition of the strong

alumni network. With over sixty

alumni of the program, the

current Management Assistants

have a unique resource to help

them navigate their career. Today,

the Alumni Working Group, a

group of alumni who work for the

City, continue to meet quarterly

to discuss program improvements,

assist with recruitment efforts,

and hold social events to further

strengthen the program.
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The City of Long Beach has seen

consistent placement of

Management Assistants after the

conclusion of the one-year

program. Thirteen former

Management Assistants work for

the City and multiple others feed

the local government profession

across the country. Former

Management Assistants hold

many positions in the City

including Deputy City Manager,

Assistant to the City Manager,

Manager of Government Affairs,

Project Development Manager,

Manager of Planning and

Conservation, Budget Division

Officer, and Administrative

Analyst. If Management

Assistants leave the City, they are

surely making a difference in

their chosen career and

community. Positions held by

former Management Assistants

outside the City of Long Beach

include: City Manager (Lafayette,

CA); City Manager (Grand Chute,

WI); City Manager (Santa Paula,

CA); Director of Administrative

Services (Los Alamitos, CA);

President of Information Design

Consultants; Government Affairs

Representative for Long Beach

Transit; District Director for

Senator Alan Lowenthal; Senior

Project Coordinator for the Office

of the Chief Executive in Santa

Barbara County; and Deputy of

Constituent Services for the

Democratic National Convention.

LESSONS LEARNED

One lesson learned that has

attributed to this program's

success is a comprehensive

recruitment strategy. The Long

Beach recruitment strategy is

comprised of two major

components: (1) Recruitment

Activities and Timeline and (2)

Marketing and Outreach Tools

and Materials.

RECRUITMENT
ACTIVITIES AND
TIMELINE

• The City establishes a target

universe of approximately 400

graduate programs to send

promotional materials. These

400 graduate programs are

selected as top graduate

programs in Public

Administration or Public

Policy (as determined by

NASPAA, APPAM, US News

and World Report, National

Research Council's school

rankings, BusinessWeek's

rankings, and Princeton

Review's top values), or are

local, regional or state

graduate schools, schools the

City gets frequent

applications from or graduate

programs that Management

Assistant Alumni have

attended. This multi-tiered

approach includes a broad

mailing campaign as well as

targeted outreach to specific

graduate schools. The City

also sends materials out to

professional organizations like

ICMA, Cal-ICMA,

MMASC, etc.

• When recruiting for the

Management Assistant

Program, the City utilizes

current Management

Assistants and Management

Assistant Alumni for national

recruitment events in regional

centers where multiple

graduate programs are

represented. Such events are

tailored for employers who
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want exposure to a large

number of students from

multiple graduate programs.

• The City conducts year-round

recruitment. In order to most

effectively gain awareness for

the nationally recognized

Management Assistant

Program, it is important that

the City recruit year-round

for the program.

• The City's application

deadline is the last week in

January. This deadline allows

for candidates to utilize and

return from winter break and

still have ample time to

submit their application. The

program's Assessment Center

is held as close to the last

Thursday and Friday in

March as possible, missing all

holidays and school spring

breaks. The City's program

begins in July with a two-

week orientation period.

MARKETING AND
OUTREACH TOOLS AND
MATERIALS

• This Management Assistant

brochure is the main tool used

to recruit for the

Management Assistant

Program. The program's

brochure was significantly

updated in 2006 to revise the

message, create a brand for

the program, and reflect the

program's 25th anniversary.

• The City recognizes that the

Internet is an important tool

for students who are

searching for job

opportunities, thus all

information about the City of

Long Beach's Management

Assistant Program is available

on the Internet.

(http://www.longbeach.gov/cit

ymanager/maprogram/

default.asp) 

• Once the City determines

which schools it will send

information to, a packet of

materials is assembled

including a letter from the

City Manager inviting

students to apply, copies of

the brochure, a promotional

poster, Facts-At-A-Glance, and

articles about the City of

Long Beach. Materials are

packaged in a folder from the

City Manager's office, which

also includes a CD of

information in PDF format so

a school can put the materials

on their website or e-mail

copies to students.

• The City places

advertisements in industry

publications such as Public

Management Magazine,

Western Cities Magazine, Job

Opportunities Bulletin, and

many more.

• The City utilizes Listservs to

get information out to

students where it is often free

to post information. Many

graduate students search

graduate program Listservs

for job opportunities.

Another lesson that Long Beach

has learned is that it is important

to have support for the Program

throughout the organization.

5
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• Management Assistants have

the most optimal learning

experience when they work

alongside highly accomplished

career managers and are

allowed high-level access to

the City Management team

and Department Heads.

• In addition, the assistance of a

mentor (a Department Head

or high-level manager) gives a

unique perspective and

professional development and

guidance to the Management

Assistants throughout their

program. Management

Assistants attend weekly

executive management

meetings and take part in

high-level discussions.

• Management Assistants also

attend local and regional

professional conferences

during the year.

TOTAL PROGRAM
BUDGET 

Three Management Assistants

(fully loaded costs): $149,000

Program Administration and

Recruitment: $12,000

PROGRAM'S LEAD
CONTACTS 

Stephen Scott,

Assistant to the City

Manager

(562) 570-6835

Stephen_Scott@longbeach.gov

To see the Program website,
visit:

http://www.longbeach.gov/

citymanager/maprogram/

default.asp 
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PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

Brea understands that the future of public service leadership and the effective delivery of
public services are dependent on the people we have today. We know we will be losing
experience and institutional knowledge over the next several years because of retirements.
We also know that, in order to be organizationally prepared for the future, we have to tap
current employees and leaders to define the essential knowledge, skills, and abilities for
continued success. We recognize that, if we provide the resources and opportunities for
people to develop, Brea will have the right balance of continuity and flexibility. 

What we do not know presents

the challenge:

Who can and will be here to fill

key roles in the future?

Why would skilled people choose

(or avoid) those roles in Brea?

What attracts quality people to

Brea, and why do they stay for

the long-term?

The answers can only come from

the people in the workforce today.

So we asked them.

We engaged volunteers,

representing a cross-section of the

workforce, in a dialogue using the

21st Century Collaborative

Leadership model. We asked them

two questions:

Why did you come to Brea?

Why have you stayed in Brea?

These simple questions began the

“Why Brea?” conversation

throughout the organization.

Further discussion led to more

questions about: what is good and

bad about public service; the

tangible and intangible

compensation and benefits of

working in Brea; the opportunities

for growth and development; and

accepting leadership

responsibility. Because this is a

continuous dialogue, the

questions are refined as we go,

and the answers are accepted for

what they are, generating new

questions and allowing for new

ideas and opportunities to evolve.

PROGRAM SUCCESSES

The Why Brea? working group

just reported their findings to the

City Council and will now begin

developing the implementation

details.

LESSONS LEARNED

Our initial venture confirmed

some of our intuitive beliefs:

recruitment and retention of

highly competent employees are

equally important; the

organization’s reputation and

culture play large roles; and

increased flexibility in

compensation, staffing, and

development opportunities keeps

highly motivated employees

engaged. As we work

collaboratively on strategies to

implement recruitment, retention,

and development tools, the Why

Brea? process will continue,

providing additional insights and

opportunities to ensure the next

generations of Brea leadership.

As far as lessons learned, we

found that the collaborative

process (engaging as many

employees as possible) works

6
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JURISDICTION INFORMATION Population: 39,560

Total Full-Time Employees: 372

Total Operating Budget: $75.5 million

well, and the group found that we

were not communicating with

employees (and future

applicants/candidates) about the

existing benefits of working in

Brea (work schedule flexibility,

shadowing programs, support for

learning and creativity, and

competitive wages and benefits,

among others). The group

acknowledged that we need to be

trumpeting our successes.

Personnel Services will be adding

these features to our employment

brochures and advertising.

TOTAL PROGRAM
BUDGET

Budget impacts of implementing a

program are to be determined. To

date, the project expenses have

been minimal (working lunches,

tech support, etc.).
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City of Brea / Why Brea?

Employee Attraction 
and Retention

PROGRAM'S LEAD
CONTACT 

Gordon Youngs,

Personnel Services

Director

(714) 990-7719

gordony@ci.brea.ca.us
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PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

In 2002, Beaumont took on the challenge of attracting younger generations to city
government. This came with numerous questions and concerns, at forefront of which was
how to expose the city’s student population to local government and educate them about
how it works, while encouraging them to consider a career in government. Along with this,
we had to figure out how to overcome the students’ own attitudes and misconceptions. 

Many students and adults alike

think that government consists of

highly paid and educated

politicians in Sacramento and

Washington, D.C. Most do not

realize that police officers,

firefighters, planners, lifeguards,

bus drivers, and city maintenance

workers are all government

employees. Many were simply

“turned off” by the notion of

government; both apathetic and

skeptical about their ability to

really “make a difference” in the

system. Overall, the challenges

were formidable and needed to be

overcome in a hands-on,

accessible, informative, and fresh

new way in order to proactively

bring local government to the

students.

Beaumont’s answer was Student

Government Day, an event that

brings together students and local

government. The event targets

high school seniors at both

traditional and alternative schools,

most of whom have begun to give

serious thought about their post-

graduation career or educational

plans, making it an ideal time to

introduce city government.

Students are shown a PowerPoint

presentation during their

government or economics class

the day prior to Student

Government Day. The

presentation is prepared by the

agencies involved with the

program and contains information

about what the agency does, the

types of jobs that are found at the

agency, and the type of training

and or education that is required

for each job. Students are

encouraged to ask questions and

to study handouts that are

distributed in conjunction with

the presentation.

The following day, seniors are

invited to the school gymnasium

for the two-hour event. As they

enter, each student receives a

“passport” containing the name of

each participating agency and a

spot to get a stamp from each. The

passport also contains the

student’s name, their government

or economics teacher’s name,

space to write questions or

comments about the event or a
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JURISDICTION INFORMATION Population: 23,145

Total Full-Time Employees: 104

Total Operating Budget: $20,284,000 million

specific agency, and a follow-up

survey. This feature allows the

City to get useful feedback in

order to improve the event 

each year.

After receiving their blank

passports, the students assemble

in the bleachers and are greeted

by the Mayor and the high school

Principal. Following this, the

Community Services Director

hosts a “game show” based

primarily on the information

provided in the PowerPoint

presentation. A student from each

of four bleacher sections is asked

to volunteer to be a contestant in

the game. Representing their

section, the students race to

correctly answer questions as

their peers cheer them on. The

first contestant to correctly

answer each question wins a point

and the contestant with the most

points at the end of the game

wins prizes for themselves and

their entire section.

Following the game show, the

students are given time to visit a

series of tables that the local

government agencies have set up.

In the past, this has included City

Hall, the Police Department, the

Fire Department, the Library

District, the School District,

Transit, the local hospital, and a

local community college. At each

table, students are given

informational materials and

shown displays and hands-on

activities that are designed to

explain what the agency does and

what career opportunities are

available within it.

Representatives are available to

answer students’ questions and to

give them more information on

possible internships and jobs.

Interested students can also put

their name on a list to hear more

about the agency and

opportunities at a later time. After

stopping by each table, students

have a representative stamp their

passport as proof of their visit.

Once the students have had a

chance to visit each of the tables,

the completed passports are

collected and a prize drawing 

is held.
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Following the event, the

participating agencies meet to

discuss the overall event and to

review the comments written by

the students on their passports.

Some of the students who

participated in the event are also

included in order to get more

input from those involved. We are

still trying to overcome some of

the challenges, but the event is a

work in progress and has evolved

for the better every year.

PROGRAM SUCCESSES

Follow-up surveys have indicated

that overall, students like the

event. On the back of their

passports, students are asked if

they have any constructive

suggestions to help improve the

event. In 2005, over half of the

students indicated that they

would change nothing about the

program. Among the suggestions,

students said they would like

more hands-on activities, more

information from agencies, more

departments/representatives, and

more time. The students have a

thirst for knowledge and a desire

to know even more. They are

showing an active interest in the

event and are enthusiastic

participants. Many have requested

more information and numerous

students have gone on to gain

internships and employment with

the local government agencies. All

of these factors have proven that

the event is meeting with success.

LESSONS LEARNED

Since the origin of the event, we

have learned a number of lessons.

As a result of the follow-up

surveys, we learned early on that

students were the most interested

in the departments that offered

hands-on activities, such as the

Police Department, Fire

Department, and the local

hospital. In order to ensure that

students pay attention to the

PowerPoint presentation, the

majority of the quiz questions are

based off of the presentation. To

make sure that students visit all

of the agencies, they are required

to get a stamp on their passport

from each table they visit. Those

students who have a completed

passport have their names entered

into a prize drawing that includes
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free gifts, coupons, and tickets,

including two free tickets to the

Senior Program. The City has also

learned that in order for the

program to be successful prior to

the actual event, there needs to be

cooperation and communication

between all of the agencies

involved.

TOTAL PROGRAM
BUDGET

This amount varies per agency

depending on the number of staff

in attendance and the types and

quantity of handouts, displays,

and prizes. There is no charge for

the facility and most of the prizes

are donated.

Employee Attraction 
and Retention

PROGRAM'S LEAD
CONTACT 

Darci Carranza,

Special Projects Manager

(951)572-3221

dcarranza@ci.beaumont.ca.us

City of Beaumont / Student Government Day
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PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

The City of Walnut Creek has embarked on an exciting and broad-based plan to
reinvigorate our effectiveness at achieving our mission of being an “employer of choice.”
What began as a focus on expanding our efforts in the areas of employee development
and succession planning has quickly evolved to include other factors that contribute to
employee satisfaction. Three teams have been chartered, each focusing on a separate
theme developed from organizational-wide input, to identify priorities and develop
programs that will help the City move “from good to great.” The efforts described here
are a work in progress but they already reflect positively on a progressive workplace where
dedicated employees make a difference.

Employee development and

succession planning in Walnut

Creek mean more than just

preparing staff to fill specific

positions and developing future

leaders. It also means attracting

and retaining good people,

ensuring staff feels they belong to

an organization that respects and

values them, and adapting the

organization to the needs of our

future leaders. While we have

always viewed these as important

topics and have committed

resources to their achievement,

we are broadening awareness and

expanding involvement to include

all staff in this effort.

Previous efforts in this area

included a management/leadership

academy, tuition reimbursement

and career development programs,

targeted job-related training,

project and “acting” assignments.

Recently, however, when several

long-term staff announced their

retirements, we began to

experience some of the same

challenges faced by other public

agencies, that is, the prospect of

losing vital “institutional

knowledge” as aging baby-

boomers approach retirement and

the impact of changing

demographics on our ability to

attract and retain high-quality

employees. We saw this as an

opportunity for the City as a

whole to address these issues head

on. Our action plan was to first

define and understand the

problem(s); next raise the level of

awareness and involvement

throughout the organization; and

finally, commit to act on the

highest priority ideas generated

by the process.

Managers Resolve to Take
on the Challenge

The City’s sixty-five managers

and supervisors met in May 2006

to discuss what “being an

employer of choice” means to us,

to assess our current performance,

and to identify challenges

impeding our ability to do even

better. The managers also heard

from Frank Benest, Palo Alto’s

City Manager and a leader in the

succession-planning field, who led

a discussion of changing

workforce demographics and the

specific implications for the City

of Walnut Creek. The trends

across the country are stark— 53

percent of all government

employees are now eligible to

retire and far fewer young people

are interested in government

service than when the current

generation began in public service.
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JURISDICTION INFORMATION

Walnut Creek is not immune to

these trends: Almost 40 percent of

our managers will be eligible to

retire within the next five years,

while another 40 percent of the

managerial staff have been in

their positions less than 

five years.

In discussing what will be

different when we achieve our

vision of “being an employer of

choice” ideas focused on retaining

our high-quality staff, creating

new training and career

development opportunities for

employees at all levels, enhancing

cross-departmental activities and

expanding special assignments,

enhancing already successful

programs, and promoting a

culture where employees at all

levels are actively engaged in the

future of the organization.

Throughout the often lively

discussion, we affirmed that

managing these changes takes

creative and deliberate action and

collectively we committed to work

together to make whatever

positive steps are necessary to

engage the organization in 

this initiative.

Involving the Organization

Following our May management

session, we began an outreach

effort to involve the other 300

members of the City organization

in the same discussions. Each City

department invited their

workforce to participate in

discussions of four key questions:

1. What does being an employer

of choice look like in Walnut

Creek?

2. What are critical needs of our

current employees and our

future leaders?

3. What are we currently doing

well to respond to those

employee development needs?

4. What else can be done to

improve our employee and

leadership development?

In response to these questions, we

received a number of tangible

suggestions as well as broader

thoughts about changes to the

organizational culture. The major

realization was that this

organization is seeking to do more

than simply plan for who will

take on the next vacant position.

Our staff clearly expressed a

desire to enhance and sustain a

culture that attracts great people,

keeps them engaged as partners,

and supports the development of

all employees. The major themes

that emerged from the employee

feedback were all consistent with

the values that the Walnut Creek

organization seeks to live by,

including:

• Increase commitment and

accountability

• Build better relationships and

trust
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City of Walnut Creek / Employer of Choice

Population: 66,111

Total Full-Time Employees: 382

Total Operating Budget: $124,642,897 million
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• Embrace change and

encourage creativity and risk-

taking

• Expand, improve, and broaden

communication

Based on this input, we broadened

the focus of our efforts from

“succession planning” to

“employee and workplace

development” and included other

factors that contribute to

employee satisfaction. To

demonstrate that Walnut Creek is

committed to being an employer

of choice, the themes identified

through these feedback sessions

serve as our goals.

Three Areas of Emphasis

A Citywide planning group,

including representatives from all

departments, came together to

lead the next steps. Based on the

employee feedback and on our

desire to focus the organization’s

energies on specific issues, the

planning group identified three

“areas of emphasis”:

1. Implement training and career

development programs

2. Increase employee

participation

3. Recognize and acknowledge

employees

Planning for the Roll-Out

Next, all Walnut Creek employees

were invited to participate in

developing specific ideas within

one of the three areas of

emphasis. Individuals self-selected

for participation on the teams

based on their personal interest in

a particular focus area resulting in

teams being comprised of a

diverse cross-section of the

organization, each member of

whom has a personal commitment

to the team’s success. Thus far,

forty staff members have

volunteered, and have come up

with a number of ideas:

1. Implement training and

career development programs

a. Develop a management

academy for developing new

supervisors

b. Design and implement a

training and career

development model based on

core competencies for each job

family

c. Provide more informal

training opportunities

d. Support job exchanges within

and outside of the City

e. Include employee

development plans within

each performance evaluation

2. Increase employee

participation

a. Further engage employees at

all levels in major decisions

b. Enhance staff involvement in

the implementation plans of

significant changes

c. Create more opportunities for

collaborative, cross-

departmental problem solving

3. Recognize and acknowledge

employees

a. Create more informal

recognition opportunities

b. Develop 360-degree feedback

and evaluation programs

c. Create a vehicle to recognize

work groups’ achievements

d. Recognize the efforts of

employees who have

improved themselves through

training, seminars,

conferences, etc.E
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The challenge ahead of us is to

continue to generate new ideas,

flesh out the concepts, prioritize

the few most important concepts,

identify the implementation

strategies, and present them to the

managers and supervisors in

November. At that meeting we

expect to share these key ideas,

seek feedback, and identify a 

plan to roll them out to 

the organization.

Next Steps

Managers and supervisors meet

again in November. At this

workshop, we plan to introduce

the major initiatives, seek

feedback, and identify

implementation strategies. We

intend to continue moving

forward with the employee and

workplace development work by

identifying the critical issues,

involving staff across the

organization, creating an

implementation strategy, and

identifying resources necessary to

carry it out. As we noted in the

introduction, this is not a one-

time event that we will check off

the list in November. Our efforts

will continue to expand beyond

implementing the key ideas so

that more employees participate,

people see the results of what we

are doing, and the culture

continues to change in positive

ways. With the support and

leadership of the City Manager

and executive staff, our planning

group will remain in place to

guide this effort.

The evolving program described

in this article is just one

illustration of why Walnut Creek

is a special place not only as a

community in which to live and

play, but also for those of us who

work here.

TOTAL PROGRAM
BUDGET

The Walnut Creek City Council

set aside $30,000 during the 2006-

07 budget to address the following

training and development areas:

basic supervision/management,

advanced supervision/management,

customer service, basics of

administration, and new employee

orientations.
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Employee Attraction 
and Retention

City of Walnut Creek / Employer of Choice

PROGRAM'S LEAD
CONTACTS 

Kevin Safine,

Assistant Director

Arts, Recreation &

Community Services

(925) 256-3589

Safine@walnut-creek.org

Jan Daniel,

Human Resources Manager

(925) 943-5837

Daniel@walnut-creek.org
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PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

Program to Attract, Develop and Retain Talented, Energetic and Visionary Staff
Sausalito’s seventy-seven regular employees and numerous part-time employees are
responsible for keeping Sausalito safe, clean, attractive, and well-served. The array of
services provided to Sausalito’s residents is both extensive and unusual for a small
municipality. 

The City of Sausalito provides

rapid response police and fire

services, seven-day-per-week

library service, seventeen parks,

landscaped medians, frequent

special events, diverse recreation

programs, a multi-million dollar

rental property portfolio, an

extensive land use planning and

historic preservation program, and

a municipal parking program that

generates $1.3 million in revenues

annually.

The single most important action

that the City can take to ensure a

high level of service to our

residents is to recruit highly

qualified, energetic, ethical, and

customer-oriented employees.

This requires that the hiring

departments determine the skills

and abilities they seek in new

employees, and use a well-

executed screening and

background checking process.

The second most important task is

to provide a work environment

where those talented, energetic,

and customer-oriented employees

will grow and thrive. Research1

tells us that the most important

factors in retaining good

employees are (in this order):

1. Challenging and meaningful

work

2. A chance to learn and grow

3. Great co-workers

4. Fair pay

5. Supportive management/good

boss

6. Recognition and respect

7. Being recognized, valued, and

respected

8. Benefits

9. Meaningful work, making a

difference

10. Great work environment and

culture

11. Autonomy, creativity, and

control

12. Flexibility: work hours,

dress, etc.

13. Location

14. Job security and stability

15. Diverse, challenging work

assignments

16. Fun on the job

17. Being part of a team

18. Responsibility

19. Loyalty, commitment to the

organization or co-workers

20. Inspiring leadership

Sometimes, despite the best

recruitment efforts, an employee

is hired who does not meet the

City’s needs. The probationary

period for new employees is

critical in validating that the

selected employees are meeting

the job requirements. Supervisors

must monitor and evaluate

performance of probationary

employees on an ongoing basis,

and invest generously in training

and motivation.E
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JURISDICTION INFORMATION Population: 7500

Total Full-Time Employees: 77

Total Operating Budget: $21,104,300 million

If necessary, the probationary

period should be extended to

determine an employee’s

capability to meet organizational

needs. Ultimately, however, if

extensive training and coaching

fails to result in measurable

improvements in sub-par

performance, termination during

the probationary period is the best

course of action.

STAFF ATTRACTION

Staff attraction is a function of a

variety of factors, including

general economic conditions, the

pool of workers seeking new

positions, and the quality of work

experience, compensation, and

benefits offered by the recruiting

agency. During booming economic

times, recruitment becomes more

difficult as the pool of workers

decreases and competition for the

most qualified workers increases.

The City of Sausalito has had a

generally good success rate in

recruiting qualified workers to fill

its vacant positions in the last

several years. Anecdotal evidence

from other Marin County

agencies is that Sausalito’s

recruitment challenges are similar,

and in some cases, less severe than

those being experienced in other

agencies. The typical attraction

challenges that Marin County

agencies face are:

• Competition from other,

higher paying agencies

outside of Marin

• Lack of affordable housing

opportunities in Marin

• Long commute times and lack

of public transportation

opportunities

RETENTION ISSUES

Turnover is a normal

phenomenon in all public

agencies, and is becoming more

significant with the aging Baby

Boomer population reaching

retirement age. In a small agency

like the City of Sausalito, where

promotional opportunities are

limited, it is expected that talented

employees will periodically resign

their positions to take positions

with greater responsibilities and

compensation in other agencies.

Turnover can result in increased

training costs and lowered

productivity as new employees

become familiar with Sausalito’s

unique characteristics.

While excessive turnover can

affect institutional knowledge and

skill levels, there are some

positive benefits to turnover. New

employees often bring new

perspectives and skill levels from
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other agencies where they have

worked, providing added insight

to the organization. Staff

vacancies can also allow the City

to restructure departmental

staffing in order to better address

priority City needs. Often a

vacancy creates an opportunity to

recruit new staff that bring

specific expertise lacking among

existing employees.

As part of this review, exit

interviews from prior employees

were reviewed. Some of the

reasons cited for leaving are:

• Retirement

• Opportunity for advancement

• Desire for more diverse

policing challenges

• Position eliminated

• Better compensation

• Commute too long

• Public transportation not

convenient

• Failed to complete probation 

Retirement and pursuit of

opportunities for advancement are

part of a normal employment

succession process. It is unrealistic

for the City of Sausalito to hire

talented young employees and

expect them to stay in that same

position until retirement. In a

small agency, succession

opportunities are limited, and

may not coincide with the

personal needs of the employees.

So, the City must be prepared to

invest generously in the

development of some employees

who may eventually go on to

more challenging opportunities

that arise elsewhere. Occasionally,

as with the case of a police officer

who left Sausalito and later

returned to be a successful Police

Chief, the City may have the

opportunity to re-recruit former

employees as vacancies occur, and

take advantage of the years of

experience and career growth that

may have occurred since 

their departure.

Providing competitive wage and

benefit packages for employees is

an important element in the

overall recruitment, attraction,

and retention strategies, but will

not be sufficient by itself to meet

the City’s desired objectives. As

noted above, employee satisfaction

is based on a broad array of

important factors that are unique

to each employee. By learning the

needs and goals of the individual

employees, the City can be more

successful in tailoring employee-

specific attraction, development,

and retention strategies.

The present fiscal constraints the

City faces will require continual

evaluation of the trade-offs

between increasing wage and

benefit packages for employee

groups, restricting the growth in

the number of employees, and,

when vacancies occur, evaluating

how those positions are filled in

order to achieve optimal results

for the organization. In general,

the City’s strategy has been to

have fewer, more qualified, better

trained, more productive, and

better paid employees.

The following lists of strategies

for the recruitment, attraction,

and retention of talented,

visionary, and energetic

employees were developed in

consultation with the City’s

management team in fulfillment

of the Strategic Plan goal:
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Recommended Attraction
Strategies 

1. Identify likely avenues for

reaching talented candidates

and market the opportunity.

In addition to the “tried and

true” methods, consider the

following:

a. Utilize our own workforce

to contact colleagues and

friends for

recommendations on

candidates; establish

rewards for employees

who refer a selected

candidate, such as a day off

with pay.

b. Attend job fairs at local

colleges as a way to recruit

young talent for entry-

level jobs.

c. Market Sausalito and the

special attributes of

working in a small,

innovative, and close-knit

community.

d. Tailor the use of outreach

methods (e.g., Jobs

Available, professional

associations, Craig’s List,

Direct Mail to cities) for

specific recruitments.

e. Identify impediments to

recruitment, such as lack

of affordable housing, and

explore opportunities for

partnering with others to

minimize those

impediments.

f. Market the “team” of

employees as a

recruitment tool.

2. Tailor the screening process to

identify the best candidates

for the job.

a. HR Actions:

i. Identify in advance the

kinds of traits and skills

that are needed for the

job, and develop a

screening process that

matches those skills.

ii. Utilize a screening panel

that is composed of top

performers.

iii. Gauge skills/education

match for the job.

iv. Note gaps in

employment or job-

hopping as potential

“warning signs.”

b. Probe candidates for

attitudes, beliefs, and

behaviors on how they will

treat our citizen customers

and interact with peers.

c. Include carefully crafted

behavioral questions in the

interview, e.g.:

i. Describe a work incident

when you were totally

honest. What were the

risks to you in being

honest in that situation? 

ii. Tell me how you

motivated a group of

people to do something

they did not want to do?

iii. Give me an example of

how you handled a

recent situation where

the direction from your

supervisors was unclear

and the circumstances

were fluid.

d. Conduct a thorough

background review.

i. Routinely review police

background checks,

DMV records, and

verify college degrees

and certifications.

ii. With the candidates’

permission, expand the E
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list of references to

include a broad variety

of exposures (e.g.,

supervisor, subordinate,

co-worker, elected or

appointed official,

citizen, critic)

iii. Have a written list of

questions that measure

skills, communication

ability, and behaviors

that are asked of all

references and ask them

to add anything

pertinent that might not

have been covered.

iv. Listen carefully to what

is not said by references,

and look for other clues

(e.g., references who

struggle to find the

right, diplomatic things

to say).

e. Recognize and shed any

biases about what the ideal

candidate should look or

sound like. The “right fit”

does not mean hiring

someone who is exactly

like you. Appearance, color,

age, gender or familial

status have nothing to do

with job qualifications.

f. Avoid desperation hiring; if

managers have doubts

about the finalist

candidates, regroup,

determine what can be

done to improve the

recruitment outreach, and

start over.

g. Hire people who are the

right fit for Sausalito’s

needs and are:

i. Passionate about their

profession.

ii. Attracted to our

organizational values

and culture.

iii. Committed to a strong

customer service

orientation.

iv. Respectful of diversity

and tolerant.

v. Hard-working and fun-

loving.

vi. Attracted to Sausalito

as a community and

feel privileged to work

here.

vii. Team players.

viii. Honest and ethical.

vix. Respectful of work/life

balance.

3. Use a rational business model

to analyze how vacant

positions are filled.

a. Are there alternative ways

to perform the work more

cost effectively, e.g.:

i. Using a non-sworn staff

instead of sworn staff to

perform administrative

duties.

ii. Using part-time hourly

employees vs. full-time

benefited employees.

iii. Contracting the

services.

iv. Improving workforce

productivity with

automation tools.

b. Analyze whether the City

been successful in

attracting and retaining

qualified individuals to

perform the job duties at

the compensation levels

offered.
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Recommended Retention
Strategies 

4. Provide for the right mix of

training, varied work

experience, and supportive

interactions with fellow

employees and citizens to

keep workers motivated.

5. Reinstitute the Customer

Service Team, and cross

section of front line workers

from all departments for

cross-training, skills

development, and customer

service reinforcement.

6. Require supervisors to

regularly solicit feedback from

workers.

7. Use other feedback methods

(including employee surveys)

to gauge employee

satisfaction.

8. Continue the same incentives

we use to recruit employees

to keep those employees

satisfied.

9. Continually keep employees

informed on the City of

Sausalito’s strategic directions

and goals, the organization’s

future, emerging trends and

new developments, and the

cultural and political realities

of the organization.

10. Allow employees to have fun

and laugh in the workplace.

They will perform their jobs

with more vigor and have a

better attitude.

11. Nurture personal and

professional connections in

the workplace—help

employees build relationships

with the organization as a

whole, the team or

department, the local

community, and professional

associations. People who feel

connected are less likely to

leave an organization. Such

links can include:

a. Nurturing personal

relationships.

b. Helping individuals achieve

visibility and appreciation.

c. Teaching or mentoring.

d. Informing, both from the

bottom up and top down.

e. Advising people, and

pointing out good advice-

givers in the organization.

12. Use a rational business

analysis in calculating the cost

of losing a talented, highly

productive employee. Such

costs might include:

a. Recruitment costs and time

spent interviewing.

b. Employee’s lost time prior

to leaving

(disengagement).

c. Work put on hold until the

replacement is on board.

d. Orientation and training

time for replacement.

e. Lower morale and

productivity among

remaining employees.

f. Potential loss of other

employees who might

follow the exiting

employee.

13.Solicit employees’ ideas on

opportunities for enriching

their careers and utilize those

ideas in crafting incentives.

14.Create opportunities for

advancement for the high

achievers in the organization.

15.Ask all managers and

supervisors in the
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organization to demonstrate

passion for their work; it will

be contagious to others.

16.Encourage workers to question

the “way we have always

done things.” If the old ways

are not working, change them.

Reward employees who seek

creative new approaches.

17.Practice flexibility in work

schedules, office attire, and

personalizing of work

spaces—but make sure that

employees understand that

freedom and flexibility also

require offsetting

responsibility and

accountability on their parts.

18. Emphasize life/work balance

and employee wellness.

19. Recognize that there is not a

“one-size-fits-all” strategy.

Tailor different strategies

depending on whether the

employees are goal-oriented,

people-oriented, self-starters,

or “good soldiers.”

20. Also take into account the

generational differences

between the Pre-Boomers,

Baby Boomers, Generation X,

and Generation Y (the “Echo

Boomers”).

21. Require department heads to

actively engage in the

retention strategies as part of

their performance evaluation.

22. Continue the practice of

conducting exit interviews

and use the information

gathered at those interviews

to improve attraction and

retention strategies.

Recommended Strategies
for Improving the Work
Environment Within the
City of Sausalito

23. Build new police and fire

facilities that provide safe and

decent workplaces for

employees.

24.Program funds for incremental

improvements in City Hall

and the Corporation Yard.

Priorities for City Hall

include better heating and

ventilation systems, decent

bathrooms, and adequate work

areas to allow staff to perform

effectively.

Recommended Strategies
for Employee Recognition

25. Continue quarterly employee

luncheons.

26. Ask employees which forms

of recognition (besides

money) that they would

appreciate. Examples:

a. An award, given in front of

peers or at a City Council

meeting.

b. A framed plaque or

certificate.

c. A note to the City Council

or City Manager about

excellent performance.

d. Frequent “pats on the

back.”

e. The City actually

implementing employee’s

ideas.

f. A chance to work on an

exciting project.

g. A bonus day off.

h. Words of praise in front of

family members.

i. Lunch with senior

management.
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j. An opportunity to work

with people from other

departments.

k. A change in title.

l. A small gift or memento.

m. Flexibility in work

schedules.

n. Greater freedom or

autonomy.

o. Additional training

opportunities.

Recommended Strategies
for Employee Orientation

27. Require department heads and

supervisors to find out what

motivates employees and will

keep them happy on the job.

28. Require management staff to

get to know employees as

individuals.

29. Require department heads to

take new employees to all

departments and introduce

them to co-workers.

30. Introduce new staff members

at City Council meetings or

staff luncheons.

31. Require department heads to

ask new employees about

their specific strengths, what

they enjoy doing most, the

type of workplace they value,

what things they need to

work at their best, and the

results they feel they can be

expected to deliver.

32. Require management team to

demonstrate respect for the

insights of new employees

from previous experiences and

invite them to share new

perspectives.

Recommended Strategies
for Performance Appraisals

33. Make sure that the

performance appraisal

instrument adequately gauges

the qualities sought in

employees and sets out

specific performance goals for

the next appraisal period.

34. Provide annual performance

appraisals.

35. Ask employees to fill in a pre-

evaluation survey asking the

following questions:

a. What makes for a great

day at work?

b. What could the City of

Sausalito do to make your

job more satisfying?

c. What can we do to support

your career goals?

d. Do you get enough

recognition?

e. What can we do to keep

you here?

36. Require supervisors to give

regular honest feedback that

is:

a. Private.

b. Not rushed.

c. Frequent.

d. Focused on future rather

than past behavior.

e. Is specific, with examples.

f. Suggests areas for growth

and improvement.

g. Allows for discussion.

h. Sets out follow-up steps

Recommended Strategies
for Improving Employee
Training and Skill
Development

37. Require computer literacy for

all employees except Public 

Works field staff and selected

part-time employees.
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38. Require department heads to

identify needed skill

improvements for staff and

budget annually for training

to develop those skills. Set

goals within employee

evaluations for skill

development.

39. Reward high performing

employees with additional

training and enrichment

opportunities.

Recommended Transition
Planning Strategies

40. Identify high performing,

high potential employees and

provide them with special

training, leadership

development, and mentoring

to prepare them for

advancement within the

organization.

41. Create opportunities for

cross-training, work in other

departments, and special

projects to develop the skill

sets of high performing, high

potential employees.

42. As appropriate and feasible,

take advantage of vacancies

that occur to offer

promotional opportunities to

high performing, high

potential individuals.

Create an organizational culture

where it is clear that opportunities

for advancement exist for

employees who excel; conversely,

as appropriate, encourage

employees who are not a good fit

for Sausalito to seek opportunities

that are in keeping with their

skills and desires.

PROGRAM SUCCESSES

The City Council has done a

comprehensive compensation

adjustment for the management

employees and adopted a pay for

performance system that will

encourage future productivity and

employee growth.

A contractual consolidation of the

Fire Department with a local fire

protection district allowed the

City to increase compensation by

20 percent but keep budgetary

costs stable.

The program goals have been

incorporated into the City’s

Strategic Plan and budgetary

goals.

LESSONS LEARNED

Sausalito has made a commitment

to maintain a lean but highly

skilled and well compensated staff

as opposed to increasing staff

levels. This was a conscious

decision made by decision-makers

and supported by both the rank

and file employees and

management staff. The

responsibility for implementation

of the program is shared by all

management staff.

TOTAL PROGRAM
BUDGET

$130,000 for management

compensation adjustments

Incremental increases for training

and team-building
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Dana Whitson,

City Manager

(415) 289-4166

dwhitson@ci.sausalito.ca.us
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PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

In 2004, the City of Santa Clarita began an internal planning process intended to measure
employee satisfaction and performance against organizational values, enhance the City’s
service culture, and prepare the City to compete effectively in retaining and attracting the
most qualified employees during the anticipated shortage of qualified workers.

The program was made up of

three parts, two preparatory and

one analysis and planning process.

The two preparatory parts of the

program included a very detailed

employee survey and a service

excellence training and

evaluation. Both of these efforts

produced data on the state of the

organization that formed the

foundation for the larger

workforce and organizational

planning process.

The highly participatory planning

process included six teams made

up of sixty-eight volunteer

members of staff (20 percent of

the City’s regular employees)

from all departments: six middle

Managers, four Department

Heads, the Assistant City

Manager, and the City Manager.

The result of the planning process

is the City of Santa Clarita’s

Workforce & Organizational Plan.

The planning process started with

the 2004 Employee Survey. Over

80 percent of the City’s

employees participated in the

survey process. The results were

excellent with the City receiving

an overall score of 76 out of 100

(using a four-point scale without

an “average” performance choice,

any number over 67 was

considered Good on up to Very

Good with a maximum score of

100) with only a few areas

identified for possible

improvement. The City’s

leadership determined that the

time was right to expend time and

resources to actively shape the

culture of the organization to

bring it more closely into

alignment with the City

philosophy. The planning process

spanned almost two years with

team activities occurring at

various times throughout.

The process to develop the

Workforce & Organizational Plan

included the following key

components:

Values Identification &

Clarification – The City’s

Executive Team identified the set

of values, taken from the City’s

Philosophy Statement, that form

the foundation for Santa Clarita

as an employer and an

organization. These values were

defined through a description of

how they would work in the day-

to-day life of the organization.

Research – This step included

data gathering through the

implementation of two

organizational efforts: the 2004

Employee Survey and the Service

Excellence Program. These efforts

provided objective data regarding

organizational performance and

employee satisfaction. The data

were reviewed, using the values

identified by the Executive Team,E
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JURISDICTION INFORMATION

and additional clarification of the

results was performed by

interdepartmental teams of staff

from all levels in the organization.

Analysis – The data were

analyzed by the interdepartmental

teams to identify common or

recurrent issues, either positive or

negative, within the organization.

The teams then determined the

likely causes for the occurrence of

the issues in the day-to-day life of

the organization.

Solutions Development – The

analysis was used to generate a

set of solutions or action items for

review by the Executive Team for

possible implementation. The

analysis also produced a set of

Best Practices of things each

individual should do on a daily

basis to make the organization a

better place to work which is for

consideration by the 

Executive Team.

The implementation of the Plan is

ongoing with a large emphasis

placed on incorporating the Best

Practices into the daily life of the

organization.

PROGRAM SUCCESSES

The workforce and organizational

planning process resulted in a

document that will shape the

organization’s culture into the

future and it resulted in the

following immediate benefits to

the organization:

• increased understanding by

staff of why things are done

the way they are done and by

management of the

employees’ perspective of it.

• increased morale in all

departments through the

work and reporting back to

department staff by members

of the teams.

• exposure of staff to a

Department Head and a

middle Manager that they

may have had no or very little

contact with in their regular

job duties.

• mentoring of an up-and-

coming middle Manager by a

Department Head that he/she

does not usually report to.

• growth opportunities for a

group of middle Managers to

learn to plan for and facilitate

meetings with subject matter

outside of their technical

fields.

• enhanced working

relationships among the

members of the team when

they do work together in the

normal routine of City

business.

• proof that the “management”

would follow up on the

survey results.

Throughout the process the

question was asked, “Is this really

worth the enormous time and

effort that is being spent?” E
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Population: 175,314

Total Full-Time Employees: 364

Total Operating Budget: $139,044,919 million

Employee Attraction 
and Retention
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Looking back at the process, the

Plan itself, and the other results

just listed, the answer would have

to be a resounding yes.

LESSONS LEARNED

Lessons were learned throughout

the process by management and

staff. Upper management learned

that a well-designed participatory

evaluation and planning process

can be trusted to produce quality

results. Staff learned that they

could trust management to follow

through on making changes and

developing programs in response

to the feedback provided. This was

reinforced by the fact that the

survey scores were very high and

action would not have been

required on any but a few items.

The process was lengthy and

required the commitment of

many staff hours to complete it.

Several staff members dropped

out of the process due to lack of

interest. Most of the team

members remained committed

and even took work home when

they did not have time at the

office to complete the planning

requirements. It was difficult to

maintain a tight time frame for

the project because the staff had

volunteered to serve on the

committee in addition to

maintaining their current

workload in their positions. The

time line was changed several

times to be sensitive to workload

issues. This flexibility helped to

keep staff engaged and to 

reduce stress.

TOTAL PROGRAM
BUDGET

The budget for the project was

minimal. The cost to the

organization was significant in

terms of staff time spent on

developing the Plan. There were

small costs associated with

printing the Plan document and

updated City philosophy

statements.
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PROGRAM'S LEAD
CONTACT 

Ken Striplin,

Assistant City Manager

(661) 255-4336

kstriplin@santa-clarita.com

Amelia Rietzel,

Special Projects

(661) 255-4341

arietzel@santa-clarita.com
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CITY OF SANTA CLARITA

WORKFORCE & ORGANIZATIONAL PLAN

Dear City of Santa Clarita Employee:

I am pleased to present the City’s Workforce & Organizational Plan. We believe that our employees 

and the culture that is created as we work together as a team to serve and enhance our community 

are the foundation for an exceptional organization. The City is committed to continual 

improvement with the goal of becoming the premiere municipal employer in the State of California. 

To help us achieve this goal, the Plan was developed and is being implemented.  

As you read the Workforce & Organizational Plan reflect on the important role you play in making 

this organization a better place for you, your co-workers, and the people we serve. Thank you for 

your commitment and hard work every day to make Santa Clarita a better place to work, live, and 

play.

Sincerely,

Ken Pulskamp

City Manager

Employee Attraction 
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INTRODUCTION

The City of Santa Clarita has

established a goal to become the

Premiere City Employer in the

State of California. To achieve this

goal, the City invested time and

resources to evaluate current

organizational performance and

develop a plan to build on our

strengths and minimize our

weaknesses. The City is taking a

very proactive approach to ensure

attraction and retention in a

competitive workforce. This

research, analysis, and solutions

development process resulted in

the Plan presented in this report.

This Plan was developed through

the tireless work of over eighty

staff and management members

without whose commitment and

belief in the process, would not

have been completed.

BACKGROUND

External Conditions

Preparing the Next Generation

The U.S. workforce is changing

dramatically. The aging and huge

Baby Boomer generation is

retiring, leaving jobs for the

smaller generations that followed

the Baby Boom to fill. There is

projected to be a large labor

shortage over the next five to

twenty years. The anticipated

labor shortage is expected to reach

4.8 million in ten years, 19.7

million in twenty years, and 35.8

million in thirty years.

The impact on the government

workforce will be significant. Out

of 20.6 million workers, half are

forty-five years of age or older.

This contrasts with the private

sector where only 31 percent of

the employees are over forty-five

years old. This translates into a

higher percentage of loss due to

retirements in the government

sector.

Finding qualified workers will also

be a big challenge. Government

jobs tend to require more training

and skills than private sector jobs.

It is estimated that 50 percent of

government jobs require

specialized training and skills

compared to 29 percent of public

sector jobs.

In light of this shortage of

employees, retention and

attraction of qualified employees

must be a priority. Due to the

City’s relatively young age

compared with other government

agencies, the impact of employee

retirements from the City’s

employee ranks will not be a

major issue. The average age of

the City’s staff is forty-one. The

City’s challenge will be to keep

staff members that are

experienced and well-prepared to

fill vacancies in management

positions in other government

agencies, as well as to prepare

employees to fill jobs throughout

the organization.

Internal Conditions
Santa Clarita Employee
Demographics

The City employs a workforce of

323 full-time employees with an

almost equal split between women

and men. The average age of the

workforce is forty-one and is

evenly split between Baby

Boomers (1946–1964) and

Generation X (1965–1979). The

City also has some employees

from the Traditional (1929–1945)

and Generation Y (1980+) age

groupings. The City has four

different generations in the same

workforce. The average tenure of

City employees is just over six

years.
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2004 Employee Survey

Employee surveys have been

conducted on an ongoing basis

through the City Manager’s

Office. In 2004 the employee

survey process was expanded to

address the specific goals and

feedback of the Executive Team

and the Staff Focus Group that

assisted with the development of

the survey process and the survey

itself. Over 80 percent of the

City’s 323 regular employees

participated in the survey effort.

The overall score of the survey

was 76 out of a possible score of

100. This score falls within the

Good to Very Good categories in

the survey. The survey data

provided information on

satisfaction as well as benchmark

information for future efforts.

Follow-up activities associated

with the survey feedback have

been incorporated into the

assessment and action planning

process for the Workforce &

Organizational Plan.

Service Excellence Program

The City has consistently focused

attention and resources on

providing excellent customer

service. Through implementation

of the City’s Service Excellence

Program, this effort was expanded

in order to improve the already

high level of customer service.

This program resulted in the

identification of key areas where

City processes could be enhanced

to provide better service to both

internal and external customers.

The issue categories identified

were as follows:

• Employees

* Understanding Other

Functions (Over 90 percent

of employees listed this

issue)

* How We Treat Each

Other…Working As A

Team

• Supervisors & Managers

* Support Employees

* Build Strong Work Teams

* Lead By Example

* Get Out There…

* Clarify Job Roles

* Communication & Updated

Information

* Recognition

The process also provided training

for all City supervisors on the

following six subject areas:

• Qualities for Successful

Supervision

• Improving Supervisory

Communication

• Supporting Service Excellence

• Supervising for Improved

Employee Performance

• Assessing Employee

Performance

• Building a Service Excellence

Team

Follow-up activities for the

Service Excellence Program have

been incorporated into the

assessment and action planning

process for the Workforce &

Organizational Plan.

PHILOSOPHY

The City’s philosophy is the guide

for the way we do business with

our customers and one another.

This philosophy was developed by

the City’s first employees when

the City was formed eighteen

years ago. It has stood the test of

time and remains our guide today.

Several items have been added as

a result of the planning process.

These new items are shown in

bold italics.

Employee Attraction 
and Retention
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City of Santa Clarita’s
Philosophy

As City employees, we are proud

to say that WE ARE THE CITY

OF SANTA CLARITA. We take

pride in our organization, our

community, and ourselves. Our

mission is to deliver the best and

most cost-efficient municipal

service to the citizens and City

Council of Santa Clarita.

We value excellence

We provide high quality and

timely services.

We encourage education and

continual professional

development.

We have a strong

commitment to the

community, the organization,

and individual professions.

We conduct ourselves

professionally.

We believe that prudent

management of our resources

demonstrates our respect for

the citizens whose monies

support this organization.

We believe that diversity among

staff and in the community

creates strength.

We value a humanistic approach

Our actions recognize

humans, human feelings, and

the importance of the

individual.

We believe in participative

management.

We encourage employees to

enjoy their time at the work

site.

We encourage ideas that

improve the mental and

physical health of the

employees.

We are united in our efforts

to support, respect, and

encourage individual talents

and contributions.

We value creativity

We have a bias for action.

We believe in taking

reasonable risks.

We accept innovative people.

We value a futuristic approach

We want decisions that will

endure the test of time.

We want a City that future

generations will love.

We value our enthused
workforce

We encourage actions which

keep employees motivated

and competent.

We respect loyalty to the City.

We value ethics

We believe the soundest basis

for judging the rightness of

an action is a test of its

morality, legality, and its

effects on human rights.

We treat our fellow employees and

community members fairly and

equally, without prejudice or

bias.

We value an open and non-
bureaucratic government

We keep the public informed

of what we do.

We share ideas, information,

and feelings with employees.

We are helpful, courteous, and

cooperative with the public

and one another.

We encourage decision making

on the front lines.

We are an integrated

organization, we are a team.
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We value our City Council and
public service

We recognize the importance

of the process which elected

the Council.

We recognize the importance

and difficulty of the 

Council’s job.

We are fully prepared for

Council meetings.

We understand the importance

of public service.

We are committed to advancing

the well-being of the

community.

THE PROCESS

The process to develop this

Workforce & Organizational Plan

involved the participation of staff

and management from all work

groups and levels within the

organization. The process included

the following key components:

Values Identification &

Clarification – The City’s

Executive Team identified the set

of values, taken from the City’s

Philosophy Statement, that form

the foundation for Santa Clarita

as an employer and an

organization. These values were

defined through a description of

how they would work in the day-

to-day life of the organization.

Research – This step included

data gathering through the

implementation of two

organizational efforts: the 2004

Employee Survey and the Service

Excellence Program. These efforts

provided objective data regarding

organizational performance and

employee satisfaction. The data

was reviewed, using the values

identified by the Executive Team,

and additional clarification of the

results was performed by

interdepartmental teams of staff

from all levels in the organization.

Analysis – The data were

analyzed by the interdepartmental

teams to identify common or

recurrent issues, either positive or

negative, within the organization.

The teams then determined the

likely causes for the occurrence of

the issues in the day-to-day life of

the organization.

Solutions Development – The

analysis was used to generate a

set of solutions or action items for

review by the Executive Team for

possible implementation. The

analysis also produced a set of

Best Practices of things each

individual should do on a daily

basis to make the organization a

better place to work which is for

consideration by the 

Executive Team.

VALUES

Defining Santa Clarita’s
Values

The values identified by the City’s

Executive Team were described in

more detail as an “ideal” to strive

for in the daily life of the

organization. The value

statements defined below exist to

expand and describe the concepts

included in the City philosophy in

an effort to assist staff and

management with the daily

implementation of it into the life

and culture of the organization.

Commitment to Public Service,
Service Excellence, Personal
Excellence & Ethical Behavior

A committed public servant is a

person that fosters a service

excellence approach and delivers

the highest level of results with a

humanistic approach when

dealing with fellow employees,

the community, and other

organizations. This person

continually expresses a positive

attitude while giving exceptional

Employee Attraction 
and Retention
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customer service. Committed

public servants do not lose sight

of the true purpose of being a

City employee and remain happy

to be a part of a service excellence

culture. With customer service as

a top priority, a public servant

feels empowered to make

decisions that would best serve

the public and the community of

Santa Clarita. This person also

strives to provide the highest

quality personal performance

through continual learning and

refinement of professional skills.

In addition, as public servants we

are responsible to abide by

standards that are above all others

without reproach. We treat our

fellow employees and the

community fairly, equally, and

without prejudice or bias. We

accept an ethical duty to serve

morally and in the public’s best

interest. We abide by all laws and

respect all human rights.

Leadership

Effective “leadership” encourages

all employees to be trained and

prepared; honest and direct in

their communication style;

approachable and humanistic;

empowered and decisive; cool and

calm; innovative and visionary;

and foster decision making among

staff and be supportive of 

their ideas.

Accountability, Honest & Direct
Constructive Feedback

Accountability, honest and direct

constructive feedback in the

workplace means that rules are

applied consistently,

communication is open and

interactive, and everyone has a

good sense of their performance

on an ongoing basis. On a daily

basis, accountability, honest and

direct constructive feedback

includes sufficient one-on-one

time for employees with their

supervisors, clear communications

of expectations, and timely and

thorough follow-up. To

accomplish this, performance

evaluations should reflect an

honest appraisal of an employee’s

performance, be completed on

time, and should be reflective of

ongoing communication between

supervisors and their employees,

with no surprises.

Humanistic Treatment, Morale &
Work Climate

An organization that fosters

humanistic treatment and high

morale provides an atmosphere

and attitude that treats employees

with compassion, concern, respect,

appreciation, and a genuine

feeling of understanding. It also

trusts, empowers, and enables

employees to do their jobs. These

elements help to facilitate an

outstanding work climate where

employees generally look forward

to coming to work. On a daily

basis, it includes a free flow of

information throughout all levels

of the organization, general

courtesy between all employees,

honest feedback, and a fair

distribution of work.

Employee Attraction, Retention,
Succession Planning & Mentoring

An organization that fosters

employee attraction and retention

provides tools necessary to

facilitate effective and successful

recruitment and retention of

qualified individuals which would

include a competitive salary and

benefit package; highlight that the

Santa Clarita community is a

desirable place to live, work, and

play; an agency that encourages

mentoring, growth opportunities,

and innovation; and highlight the

organization’s reputation as being 
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a leader among other local

governmental agencies.

Effective mentoring matches

every employee who desires a

mentor to someone with the right

skill set. While supported by a

formal program, mentoring also

occurs informally in an open

environment that encourages

learning. Mentoring helps

employees build the soft skills and

networks needed to excel in their

current jobs and move to the next

level in their career.

A career development program is

an employee working together

with his/her supervisor and

mentor to develop a career growth

plan, setting goals, and looking for

learning opportunities both inside

and outside the work

environment. The goal of the

program is to develop staff to a

point where they are ready to

take over for their supervisors or

promote externally.

Creativity & Innovation

A creative environment is one

that fosters open-mindedness and

innovation and accepts and

encourages taking risks; where

management is trained on

fostering a creative environment;

where creative visioning is

supported; where you are

encouraged to make a bigger box

or think outside the box; and has

dynamic leadership.

Attitude, Enthusiasm & Team

A positive and enthusiastic

employee greets everyone with a

smile and exhibits a genuine

compassion for others. An

enthusiastic employee also takes

his/her position with the City

seriously and communicates

clearly and listens thoroughly

before taking action. This

employee is the first to volunteer

for new projects, goes the extra

mile to get the job done, dresses

appropriately, and sets a good

example for all to follow. This is

the employee that is valued by

management and co-workers and

feels like he/she has a voice in the

organization. This employee is

compensated fairly, has job

security, ample opportunities for

growth, and is encouraged to

advance his/her career.

An organization that fosters

effective “team orientation”

provides an environment of open

and honest communication; where

management is encouraged to be

accessible and available to staff as

a resource; where there is a

genuine willingness to assist co-

workers and peers; and all

employees are empowered and

dedicated to making the

organization as effective and as

efficient as possible.

Flexibility & Non-Bureaucratic

An organization that fosters

flexibility and a non-bureaucratic

environment would have staff

members cross-trained to provide

versatility in providing services;

fewer policies; flexibility in

interpreting the codes; no

micromanaging; and doing

everything we can before 

saying “No.”

An organization that fosters a

“non-bureaucratic” environment

provides the tools necessary to

facilitate effective and efficient

problem solving which would

include simple and comprehensive

processes that are implemented

consistently throughout the

organization; open and honest

communication; staff would be

encouraged to be pro-active

versus re-active in their approach

to solving problems; and staff

would be dedicated to making

Employee Attraction 
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decisions that would benefit the

overall organization.

Flow of Information,
Interdepartmental Coordination
& System Integration

An environment where

information is proactively

communicated and readily

available to the stakeholders

(external and internal),

individuals seek out information

and utilize current

communication tools, and the

means for obtaining the

information can be quickly

identified.

Conflict Resolution

Effective conflict resolution in

Santa Clarita would provide the

tools necessary to facilitate

conflict resolution, which would

include training, third-party

facilitator, education, a forum

where open and honest

communication can take place, and

where people are respectful of

each other.

Diversity

An organization with effective

diversity has employees with a

mix of different ideas,

perspectives, education, and

cultures. The organization fosters

a respectful environment with

continued awareness and

sensitivity to the diversity of

employees and the public.

Organizational
Performance by Value

The 2004 Employee Survey

Results were analyzed in

groupings by value area. Each

question in the survey was

assigned to an organizational

value as an alternative and bigger

picture approach to the data

analysis. The results provide a

good baseline for comparison in 

future years. The 2004 Employee

Survey did not measure the

organization’s performance in

every value area. All but two

questions in the survey utilized a

four-point scale with scoring as

follows: 100 = Very Good, 67 =

Good, 33 = Poor and 0 = Very

Poor. The two morale related

questions used a five- point scale

with scoring as follows: 100 =

Very Good, 75 = Good, 50 =

Average, 25 = Poor and 0 = Very

Poor. The survey scores by value

area were as follows:

Accountability/Honest & Direct Constructive Feedback 79.36

Attitude/Enthusiastic & Team 77.90

Commitment to Public Service, Service Excellence,

Ethical Behavior & Personal Excellence 82.80

Conflict Resolution 72.24

Creativity & Innovation 81.92

Employee Attraction & Retention,

Succession Planning & Mentoring 69.19

Flow of Information & Interdepartmental  

Coordination/System Integration 72.51

Humanistic Treatment & Work Climate 77.33

Morale 69.25

(See note #1)

Leadership 78.65
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Notes: 

1. The morale questions

measured whether or not

morale had increased or

decreased since the prior year.

A score over 50 indicates that

morale is higher than the year

before. A score below 50

indicates that morale is lower

than the year before.

2. The Diversity, Flexibility and

Non-Bureaucratic values were

not identified until after the

2004 employee survey was

completed, therefore no data

relative to organizational

performance is available.

BEST PRACTICES

The following Best Practices were

identified as daily activities that

should be implemented to achieve

the City’s goal of becoming the

Premiere City Employer in the

State of California. These daily

activities, when implemented by

each individual employee

regardless of position or

department, will result in a highly

functioning organization that is

also a great place to work. The

Best Practices are listed under the

appropriate headings from the

City’s Philosophy to assist staff in

implementing the philosophy on a

daily basis.

Excellence

• Encourage acceptance of all

employees and the diverse

opinions of the community

• Shield co-workers and staff

from personal issues that may

be difficult

• Refrain from gossiping about

a conflict and take initiative to

speak with the person that has

the knowledge and authority

to address your concerns

• Practice good business

etiquette by being prepared,

on time, and wearing

appropriate business attire

• Identify, discuss, and

acquire/participate in the

appropriate tools and training

necessary for you to provide

exemplary customer service

• Demonstrate an example that

you would like others (co-

workers, supervisors, etc.) to

follow

• Ensure follow-through on

projects/tasks

• Practice and reinforce Service

Excellence principles –

internally and externally

• Act as an advocate for staff,

division, and department

• Be polite and professional and

have a positive attitude

• Be personally motivated and

responsible for overall

organizational and co-worker

success

• Practice principles learned

through the Character Counts

program

• Make a conscience effort to

employ a diverse workforce

• Create professional

development plans and seek

and provide guidance, use

your supervisor as a resource

to create your personal

growth plan

• Create and volunteer for

cross-training opportunities to

promote versatility in

providing services to the

public

• Invest in yourself by seeking

projects or opportunities that

allow you to enhance your

professional skills to provide

better service to succeed in

future promotional

opportunities, assist others in

this effort as well

Employee Attraction 
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• Take action to address an issue

in a timely manner or explain

any delays

• Respond to requests and

questions in a timely fashion

(within twenty-four hours or

less)

• Learn and know the laws,

regulations, and policies

related to your job

• Remember that you may be

the only person a member of

the public ever deals with at

the City, you represent the

City as a whole

Humanistic Approach

• Attend and actively

participate in division staff

meetings

• Practice and take advantage of

open doors

• Hold regular (at least

monthly) 1:1 meetings and

try not to miss or change the

date and time, and be sure to

give the person your

undivided attention

• Have a visible presence and be

actively engaged in day-to-

day activities

• Employ good listening skills

and be open to concerns and

suggestions

• Communicate through

personal contact rather than

email, when appropriate

• When faced with a conflict,

focus on the issue and not

placing blame

• Be respectful of all co-workers

• Trust the abilities of staff

• Take time to recognize staff,

even on the little things, and

promote the existing

recognition programs

• Recognize your (un)official

role as a mentor to others and

look for opportunities to

provide for professional

growth opportunities and

development

• Provide autonomy to

managers to approve

scheduling flexibility

• When making decisions, be

fair and consistent

• Be engaged in projects

without micromanaging

• Move events and activities to

different facilities (e.g., Corp

Yard, Aquatics Center)

Creativity

• Look for opportunities to

improve your work

environment

• Accept and look forward to

new challenges and change

• Be personally motivated, be

pro-active not re-active

• Provide a safe environment

where risks and innovation

can be discussed and

implemented, be open to new

ideas and take every

opportunity to implement

them

• Be creative in your approach

to your work and community

service

• Be open to new ideas and take

every opportunity to

implement them

Enthused Workforce

• Request feedback on a

consistent basis from your

boss and those that work 

for you

• Give immediate constructive

feedback, debrief with staff on

projects

• Encourage a positive approach

and foster team spirit
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• Have a full and balanced life

outside of work and support

this among staff

• Understand and put into

practice the City’s philosophy

statement

• Regularly monitor and discuss

employee workloads and

strive for consistency

• Show others that you take

pride in working for the City

of Santa Clarita

• Be a positive ambassador for

the City

• Give timely evaluations and

incorporate these Best

Practices

Ethics

• Recognize all diversities

whether professional or

personal

• Look for opportunities to

learn and educate each other

about diversity awareness

• Always use ethical standards

in making decisions and

interacting with staff and co-

workers

Open and Non-
Bureaucratic Government

• Attend other division staff

meetings

• Utilize RNet, the Weekly

Update program, and

Tidemark to share

information and learn more of

City views and issues

• Communicate pertinent and

important information to staff

in a reasonable and timely

manner through frequent

informal, stand-up meetings,

and share information with

co-workers

• Share ideas with managers

and the Executive Team

• Own and support frequent

updates between departments

and maintain healthy team

relationships

• Involve and brainstorm with

co-workers from other

departments about new ideas

or concepts

• Be engaged in cross-

department meetings for

project updates

• Be willing and eager to lend

assistance to co-workers

• Consider, don’t lose sight of,

how your role and projects

impact the community’s

quality of life and how to best

share the information with

the community

• Provide consistent

opportunities for staff and the

public to share ideas on ways

to improve services (e.g.,

customer surveys)

• Use interdepartmental/-

divisional teams

• Initiate conversations between

supervisors and co-workers to

better understand their roles

in the organization

City Council & Community

• Make commitment to public

service a priority

• Encourage participation in

community and non-profit

organizations (volunteer and

leadership roles).

ENHANCEMENT PLAN

The following Action Plan was

developed through suggestions

from the multi-departmental

teams that worked through all of

the issues and data in the

planning process. These action

items will be further defined and

implemented upon approval of 

the Plan.
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PLAN IMPLEMENTATION,
PROGRESS REPORTS &
COMMUNICATION

Implementation of the Plan has

been ongoing since the planning

process began. Many

enhancements have already been

implemented, for example, the

Travel & Training Policy has been

reviewed and modified based on

feedback from the 2004 Employee

Survey and a comprehensive

Compensation and Classification

Study has been completed and the

recommendations have been

implemented.

The success of this Plan to

improve the organization rests

with each employee and the way

each of us chooses to conduct

ourselves in the workplace every

day. The Plan contains a set of

tools for employees and

managers. These tools include the

City Philosophy, Values & Best

Practices. These three resources

paint a vivid picture of what it

should be like to work in Santa

Clarita. These are the standards

by which our activities at work

will be judged by one another and

the City’s management. They are

a point of reference on days when

things may not be going as

planned to help get us back on

track and consistent with the

culture we are trying to build.

The Implementation Plan for the

City Philosophy, Values and Best

Practices is as follows:

All Employees

• Post the City Philosophy

where you can easily refer to

it in your workspace

• Review the Philosophy, Values

and Best Practices and

consider your behavior and

work style, then determine

what, if any, changes you

might make to bring your

activities into alignment with

these statements

• Discuss the Philosophy,

Values and Best Practices with

your co-workers to clearly

determine what they mean to

your team

All Managers

• Review the Philosophy, Values

and Best Practices and

consider your management

style and practices, then

determine what, if any,

changes you might make to

bring your leadership style

into alignment with these

statements

10
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• Review and discuss the

Philosophy, Values and Best

Practices with your team and

determine specific areas to

focus on improving from a

team perspective

The Enhancement Plan portion of

the Workforce Plan includes items

such as training and updating the

performance evaluation process

that will integrate the Philosophy,

Values and Best Practices into the

ongoing activities of the City. This

will ensure that all organizational

activities are consistent and

supported by the same set of

values. The Employee and

Manager implementation

activities included above will help

all staff members to participate

effectively as the organizational

culture evolves to become more

and more consistent with the

Philosophy, Values and Best

Practices.

The Enhancement Plan will be

implemented through the efforts

of the work groups identified in

the “Lead” column of the

document. The organization will

be kept informed of progress on

each item through quarterly

updates provided by the City

Manager’s Office.

Keeping the organization

informed about the status of

progress toward implementation

is critical. A Workforce &

Organizational Plan link has been

added to the City’s RNet system.

This document will be posted on

the RNet as will all update

materials as implementation of

the plan moves forward. The

RNet also includes a feedback

feature that allows any staff

person to provide feedback to the

City Manager’s Office regarding

any aspect of the Plan and its

implementation. The City’s email

system will be utilized to share

information about the Plan and to

highlight the Philosophy, Values

and Best Practices on an ongoing

basis. Staff, managers, and the

Executive Team should take every

opportunity to discuss the

Philosophy, Values, Best Practices,

and progress on the Enhancement

Plan. These opportunities include

one-on-one meetings, regular

staff meetings, department

meetings, and any other team

meeting where it would be

appropriate. In this fashion, all

employees will hear about the

Plan in enough detail to

understand the goals and

outcomes expected from the

implementation process and to

participate effectively.

This Plan is a “living document”

which means that it will not

simply sit on a shelf or in a file

and expire at some point. The

Plan will evolve as the

organization matures. The list of

Best Practices will be modified

and refined and the list of Action

Items will be changed as items are

added as they arise and removed

as they are completed. The

information contained in this Plan

will be used to chart our

organizational performance in the

key value areas. It will also serve

as the foundation for the

development of management and

staff training programs.

CONCLUSION

The City recognizes the need to

have a well-trained and talented

workforce. At the same time, the

City is taking a proactive

approach to the changing and

more competitive workforce

trends. This effort and Plan create

a starting point for the City.

Employee Attraction 
and Retention
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PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

actively learn about county government and ways they can contribute to their
communities.  Two academies convene each year: one geared toward high school juniors
and seniors, and another that is tailored to adults. The purpose is to engage residents in
their local government and increase their knowledge of County services through interactive
sessions.

The Alameda County Leadership

Academy brings together a highly

diverse group of people to actively

learn about county government

and ways they can contribute to

their communities. Two

academies convene each year: one

geared toward high school juniors

and seniors, and another that is

tailored to adults. The purpose is

to engage residents in their local

government and increase their

knowledge of County services

through interactive sessions.

Each Leadership Academy is a

free, five-session interactive

forum that takes place at various

County worksites over a five-

month period. Sessions cover a

variety of program areas ranging

from County funding sources and

budgeting in the adult Academy

to careers and job skills in the

youth Academy. Other areas

covered include but are not

limited to: an overview of the

County, public protection, health

care, and social services. Sessions

provide a broad overview of

services and may include special

activities such as a tour of the

County Crime Lab or Office of

Emergency Services. The sessions

are designed to be informative,

interactive and fun, and provide

opportunities to exchange ideas

with Board Members, County

officials/employees, and students

from other high schools. A session

might include a group exercise,

case studies, presentations by

participants and employees, role-

playing and/or hands-on

experience. At the final Youth

Leadership Academy session,

youth divide into small groups to

make presentations to their

families, friends, and County staff

on controversial subjects of their

choosing such as youth violence,

teen pregnancy, teen depression,

and media influence. For adults,

the last session includes a mock

Board of Supervisors budget

hearing. Both sessions culminate

in a graduation ceremony

presented by members of the

Board of Supervisors and the

County Administrator.

Through small group discussions

and mock public policy exercises,

the Leadership Academy provides

an excellent opportunity for

participants to develop and

practice leadership and

communications skills. Not only

do the participants learn about

how Alameda County works, but,

perhaps more importantly, the

County benefits from the

exchange of ideas between its

citizens and government leaders.

PROGRAM SUCCESSES

Successes included: (1) improved

communication between Alameda

County government and its

residents; (2) increased knowledge
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JURISDICTION INFORMATION Population: 1,421,308

Total Full-Time Employees: 8,924

Total Operating Budget: $2.19 billion

about county government—the

wide range of services that we

provide, the similarities and

differences between cities and the

County, the challenges we face,

and the many accomplishments of

our dedicated employees; and (3)

citizens interacting with each

other and engaging in civic

activities.

LESSONS LEARNED

Allowing the presenters to format

how they will conduct their

sessions allows each session to be

distinctive and keeps participants

from becoming bored. Word of

mouth from academy graduates is

the most effective recruiting

device. For our adult academy, we

tried to do a tour of various

County facilities for the first

Academy. This was particularly

well-received but was very

challenging due to cost,

scheduling (we wanted to do this

during a working day so that

participants could see the County

“in action” but it was hard for

participants to take off from their

jobs), and potential liability.

Ultimately, this was not a

sustainable activity, though we’d

like to re-incorporate the activity

in a different format. For our

youth academy, we found that a

lecture format isn’t effective no

matter how interesting a topic—

the sessions have to be interactive,

include a variety of activities, and

include opportunities for students

to “speak out.”

TOTAL PROGRAM
BUDGET

There are no specific budget

allocations for this program. The

program is run by volunteers so

there is no staff cost. There are

minimal costs associated with

providing food, binders, and other

supplies for participants.

Employee Attraction 
and Retention

PROGRAM'S LEAD
CONTACTS 

Crystal Hishida Graff,

Principal Analyst

(510) 272-3882

crystal.hishida@acgov.org

Mona Palacios,

Administrative Analyst

(510) 272-3894

mona.palacios@acgov.org
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PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

The goal of this newly established program is to develop our own employees to become
future Supervisors, Division Managers, and Department Heads in order to replace those
planning to retire from the workforce in the coming years. This is accomplished by
identifying employees from a wide range of leadership levels to form an “acceleration
pool.” 

These employees are then

developed through training and

job experience to maximize their

potential contributions to the

organization. The program

requires a significant commitment

of employee time, including time

after normal work hours, and

requires participation for two

years starting in August 2006.

The first year employees will

participate in the Program

training and the second year they

will be required to mentor

someone else participating in the

Program.

Employees interested in

participating in the program must

submit a resume and cover letter

providing their one, five- and ten-

year career goals as well as

identifying why they think they

would be a good candidate for the

program. The final list of Program

attendees will then be approved

by the Succession Planning

Committee and the City Manager.

Key Objectives:

• Expose participants to the

rewards and advantages of a

career in management with

the City of San Bernardino.

• Hold panel discussions with

Department Heads about

management issues.

Expose employees to the benefits

associated with moving into

management positions.

1. Identify an “acceleration

pool” of employees that have

the highest potential for

advancement

• Succession Planning

Committee and

Department Directors

invite employees to apply

for inclusion. The final list

will be approved by the

Committee and City

Manager, and the

employee must agree to

participate.

• Participants can/should

include all levels of

employees, including

Division Managers,

Department Heads, field

staff, office/professional,

etc.

• Participants will submit a

resume and cover letter,

which should include their

one, five- and ten-year

goals.

• Participants will agree to a

set of standards that must

be met for continued

participation in the

program during the

program cycle (i.e. must

have satisfactory

performance evaluations,

come to training classes,

participate in group

projects, meet with their

mentor, etc.).

• Define program for

participants and mentors.

12
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JURISDICTION INFORMATION Population: 201,823

Total Full-Time Employees: 1,250

Total Operating Budget: $133.8 million

• New list of participants

identified each fiscal year.

2. Establish a mentor/protégé

program

• Participant may

recommend a mentor for

consideration and approval

by the committee or will

be assigned a mentor.

• Participant will meet

monthly with their

mentor from within the

organization.

• Participants will agree to a

two-year commitment and

must identify someone

else in the organization

that they will formally

mentor the second year.

Their protégé cannot be

someone else in the

Management Development

Program and must be

approved by the committee

prior to selection.

3. Develop the supervisory and

management skills of program

participants

• Participants will attend an

orientation.

• Participants will attend a

minimum of twelve hours

of supervisory training

provided through the

Inland Empire Employee

Relations Consortium

(Liebert Cassidy

Whitmore).

• Participants will attend a

minimum of four 1–2 hour

training sessions offered

in-house. Possible topics:

i. Workers’ Compensation

ii. Employee

discipline/Skelly

process

iii. Sexual

harassment/EEO/divers

ity issues

iv. Coaching/employee

development –

department head panel

v. City processes related

to employees (Civil

Service, payroll, in-

processing/out-

processing, evaluations)

vi. Project

management/contract

management

vi. Agenda item

prep/process

vii. Ethics Training

• Participate as a group in

ICMA Coaching

conference calls on

supervisory and

management topics, and

have group discussion

afterward.

4. Broaden the organizational

perspective of program

participants
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• Provide opportunities to

interact with the City

Manager, Mayor, and

Council through the

utilization of brown bag

lunches, evening dinners,

and panel discussions.

• Invite local business and

community leaders to

meet with the group to

talk about important

community issues and

expectations of how local

government is involved

(Chamber of Commerce,

Rotary).

• Hold participant

networking meetings

periodically to encourage

relationship building

within the group.

Meetings can be held at

off-site locations around

the City (community

centers, City Yard, library,

Police Station).

• Provide some basic

overview training about

structure of City

government; development

of ordinances, resolutions,

etc.; City budget;

community demographics.

• Shadow assigned mentor.

• Include police and fire

personnel in some

program activities.

• Attend one City Council

Meeting and one other

board or commission

meeting and provide a

one-page summary of 

the meeting.

5. Look at changes in the

organizational structure that

support management

development as an 

important goal

• Consider rotations or

temporary assignments of

employees to other

departments, when

possible.

• Promote the establishment

of lines of advancement

within departments; in

order to provide

opportunities for

advancement within the

organization.

PROGRAM CALENDAR
OF EVENTS:

A. Participate in at least two Cal-

ICMA Coaching Telephone

Panel discussions:

B. Attend a minimum of twelve

hours training through the

East Inland Empire ERC

conducted by Liebert Cassidy

Whitmore held at Sierra

Lakes Golf Club in Fontana:

• Supervisory Skills for the

First Line

Supervisor/Manager (six

hours) 
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• Preventing Workplace

Harassment,

Discrimination, and

Retaliation (three hours) 

• Ethics in Public Service

(three hours) 

• Privacy Issues in the

Workplace (three hours) 

• Issues and Challenges

Regarding Drugs and

Alcohol in the Workplace

(three hours)

• Personnel Issues: Hiring,

Reference Checks, and

Personnel Records & Files

(six hours)

• A Guide to Labor

Negotiations (six hours) 

C. Attend Management

Development Program

orientation (one hour)

D. Attend a minimum of four

training sessions on topics

taught by City staff focusing

on understanding how the

City operates and issues

important to supervisors and

managers:

• Agenda item preparation

and process

• Workers’ Compensation

• The role of a City Council

member

• Sexual

Harassment/Discriminatio

n Policy/EEO

• The role of the Mayor

• Police Department

functions

• RFP Process

• Fire Department functions

• The role of the City

Manager

• Review of Boards and

Commissions

• Putting together the 

City Budget

• Public speaking skills

• Understanding our City

Charter and the Municipal

Code

• Writing Skills

E. Attend and provide a one-

page summary of one City

Council meeting and one

other Board or Commission

meeting.

F. Attend and provide a one-

Participate in the

mentor/protégé program:

• Select a mentor from

either the list provided to

you or one of your own

choice. If you cannot

decide on a mentor the

committee will assign one

to you. The committee will

have final approval on

mentor selection.

• Meet at least monthly with

your mentor during a 

year period.

• Identify someone within

the organization that you

would like to mentor (a

protégé) for a year. Your

protégé cannot be someone

else in the Management

12
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Development Program and

must be approved by the

committee prior to

selection.

G. Select one conference/seminar

on a topic relevant to your

career path and/or

Department’s function.

Approval to attend must be

received by your Department

Head.

H. Attend Supervisory Skills

Training (six hours) conducted

for the City of San

Bernardino by Liebert Cassidy

Whitmore.

I. Throughout the fiscal year

other opportunities may arise

that require attendance,

such as:

• Opportunities to interact

with community leaders.

• Networking meetings with

others in the Management

Development Program.

• Tours of City facilities.

• Brown-bag lunches with

Department Heads and

Council Members.

• Attending a City of San

Bernardino Neighborhood

Association meeting.

PROGRAM SUCCESSES

Although the program is still in

its early stages, we have received

great feedback from participants

thus. Staff was very involved in

the process reflecting the

enthusiasm for the program.

Twenty-one employees were

selected for the program and are

very excited about the

forthcoming opportunities.

LESSONS LEARNED

The greatest lesson learned thus

far is that the timing of the

program’s start-up proved to be

difficult for some employees.

Starting the program after the

first of the year would have been

more convenient and would not

interfere as much with the

holidays and employees’ 

vacation time.

TOTAL PROGRAM
BUDGET

This program does not have an

official budget as it is being

absorbed by the Human

Resources Division budget.

Trainings provided through the

Inland Empire Employee

Relations Consortium (Liebert

Cassidy Whitmore) cost $31 

per person.
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PROGRAM'S LEAD
CONTACT 

Linn Livingston,

Director

(909) 384-5104

livingston_li@ci.san-

bernardino.ca.us
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PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

The City of Thousand Oaks embarked on a Succession Planning Program in the fall of
2005. Following is a brief description of the program, challenges we encountered,
successes we achieved, and our ambitious plans for the future.

MISSION STATEMENT

• Develop the next generation

of City leaders through the

implementation of a

comprehensive 

succession plan.

• This succession plan will grow

future leaders within the

organization and raise

awareness and enthusiasm for

public service in the larger

community.

• A flourishing succession plan

will contribute toward the

high levels of service that the

public expects and that the

City provides.

PROGRAM
FOUNDATIONS

• Mentoring Program

• Thousand Oaks Leadership

Academy

• Community Outreach Efforts

• Internships

• Management and Supervisory

Training

• Conejo Valley Speakers Series

• Management Book Discussion

Group

• Advanced Educational

Programs

HOW WE STARTED –
OUR SUCCESSION
TIMELINE

• January 2005 – Executive

Retreat

* Reviewed potential

programs 

* Planned Presentation to all

Supervisors & Managers

* Discussed Implementation

Concepts

• September 2005

* Presentation to all

Supervisors & Managers

by Frank Benest

* Five Committees Formed

Same Day

• Mentoring Program

• Leadership Academy

• Community Outreach

• Analyst Rotation

Committee

• Mission Statement 

* Member of Executive Team

installed as chair of each

committee

• November 2005

* Mission Statement

Completed

* Framework established for

four formal programs

• Mentoring Committee

• Leadership Academy

• Community Outreach

• Intern Program

(formerly Analyst

Rotation)

• April 2005

* Promotional folders

developed for school

presentations

13
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JURISDICTION INFORMATION Population: 127,644

Total Employees: 600+

Total Operating Budget: $170,440,589 million

* Analyst Rotation Program

integrated with

Internships

• Resistance of managers

to move high-

performance employees

into other departments,

even on temporary

basis

• Internships designed to

cross over department

lines in lieu of analyst

rotations

* Internship Plan developed

with local university and

teen placement programs

* Get acquainted breakfast

planned for new fall

students to introduce them

to variety of career

opportunities at City of

Thousand Oaks

* Curriculum on public

service developed

* DVD highlighting City

service for presentations to

students designed to serve

dual purposes with

recruitment efforts

• June 2006

* Mentoring Program and

Leadership Academy

presented to all Managers

and Supervisors 

* Mass e-mail sent to all

employees advising them

of upcoming development

programs

* Brown-Bag Lunch

Presentations on

Mentoring Program and

Leadership Academy held

for all interested

employees

• July 2006

* Application period for

Mentoring and Leadership

Academy Participants

• September 2006

* Mentoring Program Begins

• October 2006

* Leadership Academy

Begins

PROGRAM DETAILS AND
GOALS

• Mentoring Program

* Goal – To grow future

leaders within the City

* Written application and

supervisor approval

required

* Pairs matched based on

skills and professional

interest

* Program duration – 12

months/meet as needed

basis

* Four (4) hours per month

to be used toward

mentoring goals

13
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* Progress toward goals to be

monitored by Human

Resources

• Leadership Academy

* Goal – To provide

knowledge and skills to

assist in becoming future

leaders in Thousand Oaks

* Six-month Program

* One class per month,

full-day

* Class size limited to 18–20

* Different city locations and

speakers at each session

* Course Requirements

• Homework projects

(management book

report, progress report

on group assignment)

• Final project

• Attend at least one City

Council meeting

• Attend at least one

Committee or

Commission meeting

* Graduates conduct next

year’s program

• Community Outreach

* Goal – to develop interest

in public service through

relationships with local

university, school district,

and business groups

* Establish a speaker’s

bureau on City career

opportunities

* Conduct career days

presentations for students

at high schools and

colleges

* Develop DVD with

overview of City,

introduction by 

City Manager

* Develop public relations

brochure for presentations

and recruitment purposes

* Participate in job

shadowing events, job

sharing programs,

government day, etc.

• Internship Programs

* Goal – to create learning

opportunities in a variety

of City departments and

functions

* Duration limited to 1,000

hours

* Dual programs

• Bachelor’s and Master’s

Students – Assignments

must cross departments

to provide well-rounded

experience

• High school graduates –

opportunities for semi-

skilled or entry-level

employees

• Enhancement of Existing

Programs

* Emphasize career

13
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development of

subordinates as dimension

in performance evaluations

* Encourage utilization of

promotional process

* Offer generous selection of

leadership and

management development

classes

* Encourage utilization of

tuition reimbursement

program

• New Programs on the

Horizon

* Great Leaders Speakers

Series

• Area business and

government leaders

• Bi-monthly evening

program

• Open to all interested

employees

• Scheduled for January

2007

* Management Book

Discussion Group

• Noontime or evening

group

• Conducted weekly

• Reading list provided

• Facilitated by members

of City Executive Team

and Senior Managers

Why it works in Thousand
Oaks

• City Council Goal #10

* Prepare for the transition

of City workforce to

ensure sufficient

succession planning takes

place and develop an

employment base

reflective of the

community

* Regular updates provided

to Council on progress

• Executive Team Support

* Executives chair each

existing committee

* All executive team

members actively involved

in one or more programs

* All managers and

supervisors involved in

initial planning process

* It’s creative, it’s fun, and it

just makes sense

PROGRAM SUCCESSES

Our single biggest success was a

25 percent increase in in-house

promotions this year, attributed to

a greater awareness of the

potential within!

LESSONS LEARNED

The biggest lesson learned with

the implementation of our

Succession Planning Program is

never to underestimate the level

of enthusiasm of our employees.

Both our Mentoring Program and S
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Leadership Academy were filled to

capacity the first year.

Applications for the programs

clearly showed that expectations

were high and even the most

finely tuned Leadership Academy

Session had to be re-thought and

sharpened up to meet those

expectations. And, although the

original Academy committee was

hoping to turn the entire program

over at the end of the year to the

participants, there is a reluctance

to let go of such a success!

We also found that our outreach

committee was stretched very

thin, and the more ambitious

plans to add curriculum to the

existing Masters in Public Policy

and Administration at our local

university had to be toned down

to a more manageable future one-

time session.

In retrospect we could have

spread the introduction of the

programs out over a two- to

three-year period, but the

momentum and enthusiasm were

so high that we just ran with

them. Long-term maintenance of

the programs will be one of the

true measures of our success.

TOTAL PROGRAM
BUDGET

In our next two-year budget

cycle, we will allocate $4,000 for

the Leadership Academy ($250/20

attendees–2 sessions) and

approximately $6,000 for

materials, primarily for public

outreach, for a total two-year

Succession Planning Budget of

$10,000. This past year, we had

no budget, departments paid the

$250 attendance fee for the

Leadership Academy, and

promotional outreach materials

were printed utilizing Human

Resources recruitment funds.

How We Finance These

Programs

• Leadership Academy – Each

department billed $250 for

participating employees

• Internships – $10 to $15 per

hour utilizing salary savings

or interdepartmental transfers

to salary accounts

• Mentoring Program –

departments agree to allow

four hours per month to each

participant

• Outreach efforts – DVD and

promotional brochure utilized

for recruitment purposes and

funded through Human

Resources budget
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PROGRAM'S LEAD
CONTACT 

Connie Hickman,

Human Resources Director

(805) 449-2140

Chickman@toaks.org
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PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

The City Management Institute (CMI) is one of the City’s succession planning strategies
and is designed to provide highly qualified City of Sacramento supervisors and managers
with assessment and development activities to help them pursue senior management and
executive challenges and positions in the City. The goals of the CMI include:

• Establish a highly qualified

and diverse pool of candidates

for consideration for City

leadership advancement.

• Provide participants with a

broad perspective of the

complexities of City

operations.

• Assess participants’ individual

leadership strengths and

identify development

opportunities.

• Expose participants to core

leadership and management

competencies that are required

to perform successfully as a

Division Manager or

Department Head.

The CMI seeks a diverse pool of

leadership candidates that can

commit to attending a

comprehensive program in its

entirety (see schedule below) and

who meet the following criteria:

• Completion of the City’s two-

day Inclusion Commitment

Workshop (Creating an

Inclusive Workplace).

• Possess increasingly

responsible and successful

experience in supervision,

management, project

management and/or policy

development (within the City

or elsewhere).

• Completion of a bachelor’s

degree.

• Overall performance meets or

exceeds expectations.

• Demonstrated competency

and commitment to

successfully perform as a

Division Manager or

Department Head, including

leadership talent and the

ability to work effectively

with diverse individuals 

and teams.

Generally speaking, employees

who currently report to a Division

Manager or Department Head (or

its equivalent) are strong

candidates. Examples of job

classifications among past

participants include

Administrative Officer, Fire

Captain, Parks/Recreation

Superintendent, Police Lieutenant,

Special Projects Manager,

Program Manager, Program

Specialist, Senior Management

Analyst, and Supervising

Engineer. Applicants will receive

additional consideration for

completion of each of the

following City University (or

equivalent) programs: Leadership

Certificate Program, SMART

Certificate Program, Project

Management course, and City

Council courses (Surviving the

Podium and Preparing 

Staff Reports).

CMI participants will participate

in a comprehensive “360–degree”

leadership assessment to identify

strengths and development

opportunities. The aggregate

assessment data will be used to

focus the curriculum. The

curriculum typically includes the

following topics:

• 17 Core Public Sector

Leadership Competencies 
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JURISDICTION INFORMATION Population: 457,514

Total Full-Time Employees: 5,109

Total Operating Budget: $991.9 million

• City Operations

• Project Management and

Team Facilitation

• Conflict Management and

Negotiation 

• Policy Development

• Legislation

• Media and Public Relations

• Strategic Planning

• Financial Management 

• Human Resource

Management / Organizational

Development

To assure practical application of

content, the following

components are incorporated:

• Each participant will complete

an individual “Leadership

Development Plan” in

response to their

“360–degree” assessment,

identifying strengths,

development goals, and

activities.

• Class content and discussions

will be applied to “real” City

policies and issues.

• Each participant’s department

head will serve as their

mentor during the duration of

the program.

• Participants will have the

opportunity to shadow a

member of the Executive

Team for a day.

Participants will complete an

organizational improvement

project and present

recommendations to the Executive

Team. Past projects include: CMI

Evaluation, Measuring the City’s

Strategic Plan, Workplace Violence

Policy, Employee Separation

Policy, New Employee Processes,

and Succession Planning.

PROGRAM SUCCESSES

• Approximately seventy-five

employees have completed

CMI since its formation 

in 2001.

• Approximately 60 percent of

CMI graduates have been

promoted at least once into

higher level  positions.

LESSONS LEARNED

• Establish very clear eligibility

criteria and selection

processes.

• Involve senior leadership in

the recruitment and selection

process.

• Do not rely solely on

classroom learning; utilize

assessment centers,

360–degree feedback,

mentoring, executive

shadowing, developmental

assignments, and projects.

• Incorporate relevant and

attainable team projects.

TOTAL PROGRAM
BUDGET

The City budgets $1.3 million for

the Organizational Development

Division, which includes funding

for the City University, Career

Development, and City

Management Institute programs.
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PROGRAM'S LEAD
CONTACT 

Brian Moffitt,

Ed.D., Organizational

Development Manager

(916) 808-5943 

bmoffitt@cityofsacramento

.org
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PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

In an effort to enhance employment opportunities for current City employees who desire
to move from one position to another, and to provide department heads with a list of
current employees interested in employment opportunities within their departments, the
Employee Opportunity Program was developed.

This policy replaces the old

“Employee Transfer Policy.” The

old policy covered transfer

opportunities for General Unit

employees only and involved

filling out “Job Interest Cards.”

The new Employment

Opportunity Program is for all

regular, non-probationary, and

temporary City employees. The

Program is designed to give

current employees a window of

opportunity to apply for and

possibly transfer or promote into

another classification when there

is a vacancy prior to the start of

an outside recruitment. This

process does not apply to

department head recruitments.

When a department submits a

request for a regular position, an

e-mail is sent to all employees

(with department secretaries

responsible for providing a hard

copy to those not connected to e-

mail) informing them of the

opening. Employees interested in

applying for the position must

submit an application within five

working days of the notification

to the Department of Human

Resources. Due to time

constraints, no application will be

accepted after the five day

notification period.

Human Resources staff will then

review the applications to

determine if the employees meet

the minimum qualifications as

listed on the current job

description. If an employee fails to

meet the minimum qualifications,

their application will be removed

from the process. Applications

may also be rejected by the

Director of Human Resources

pursuant to the Personnel Rules

and Regulations. The department

head will be notified of the City

employees who meet the

minimum qualifications.

After a review of the qualified

applications, the department head

and the Director of Human

Resources will determine if an

outside recruitment or an in-

house promotional is appropriate.

If the final decision is to conduct

an outside recruitment, those

qualified City applicants will be

included in the recruitment

process. All employees who have

applied for the position will be

notified of the status of their

application and the recruitment

process within five working days

of the recruitment decision.

PROGRAM SUCCESSES

Between June 2005 and October

2006, the City filled forty-two out

of 111 positions, approximately 38

percent, through the Employee

Opportunity Program.
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JURISDICTION INFORMATION Population: 44,439

Total Full-Time Employees: 348

Total Operating Budget: $59.2 million

LESSONS LEARNED

This program saved the City

significant recruitment costs and

provides an equitable process for

advancement from within. The

program has also proven to work

very effectively, and as we address

succession planning in the

organization, this process will be

key.

TOTAL PROGRAM
BUDGET

This program has limited costs,

requiring only staff time to

interview associates, and reduces

the cost of advertising and

recruiting for open City positions.
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PROGRAM'S LEAD
CONTACT 

Monica Irons,

Director of Human

Resources

(805) 781-7252

mmoloney@slocity.org
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PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

In July 2006 the City of Daly City implemented a three-phase Workforce Management
Program to address the imminent retirements of the many baby boomers holding key
leadership positions in our organization. The program’s main objectives are as follows: to
ensure leadership continuity; to involve our Department Heads in planning for the future;
to retain and develop employees with leadership skills; to encourage sharing of human
resources across departments; and to reduce executive recruitment costs. 

We are currently in the first

phase of this program which

involves utilizing a Taskforce

comprised of mid-level managers

designated by our City Manager,

to assist in the implementation of

the various components of the

program. The Taskforce is

working closely with Department

Heads to identify key positions at

the supervisor level and above,

and to identify the associated

management competencies. The

Taskforce is also developing an

internal Management Exchange

Program which will include

asking Department Heads to

identify potential developmental

opportunities such as short-term

projects or assignments that they

would be willing to offer to

employees who currently work

outside of their departments. At

the end of this phase the

Taskforce will present to the City

Manager and Human Resources

the information they received

from Department Heads, and a

decision will be made by our City

Manager as to which key

positions pose the highest risk

and/or immediacy if an

incumbent leaves. Five to six

positions will be targeted for this

program.

The second phase of this program

includes the selection and

development of participants.

Employees will be invited to

attend an informational session

on this program and all interested

employees may apply for

participation. To determine

participation in the program,

applicants will be required to

undergo a selection process and

those candidates who most closely

meet the competencies associated

with the targeted positions will be

selected. Once selected,

participants’ strengths and areas

for improvement will be assessed

using tools such as the 360 degree

evaluation and the Emotional

Intelligence instrument. Each

participant will receive a learning

plan that will include objectives

that address the development gaps

between current and necessary

competencies. Participation in the

Management Exchange Program,

individual coaching and/or other

training may be part of their plan.

Taskforce Members will also serve

as mentors to participants and will

meet with them on a regular basis

to review their progress.

The final phase is to evaluate

program effectiveness. The

program’s success will be

measured by employee interest in

the program; the number of

participants completing their

learning plan; the percent of

targeted positions that are filled

with program participants; and

how the stakeholders rate their

satisfaction with the program.
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JURISDICTION INFORMATION Population: 105,427

Total Full-Time Employees: 551

Total Operating Budget: $160 million

PROGRAM SUCCESSES

Although our program is still in

the infancy stage, we have already

had many small successes. Our

City Manager’s enthusiasm,

commitment, and support for this

program have generated the

greatest successes and benefits

thus far. She was able to get our

Department Heads interested and

willing to assist in “tweaking” a

succession plan model to their

satisfaction. Without Department

Head “buy in,” the program had

the potential of becoming “just

another fluffy HR initiative.”

Our City Manager also

empowered and energized our

Taskforce Members by attending

all of their initial meetings and

showing her appreciation for their

dedication to this program.

Equally beneficial is the

opportunity that Taskforce

Members have to work outside of

their own departments and

“comfort zones,” which in and of

itself is a component of 

succession planning.

LESSONS LEARNED

Succession Planning is a huge

undertaking with a risk of losing

momentum when stakeholders

such as Department Heads or the

City Manager do not get the

results they expected. Take small

bites, have a clear work plan with

specific deadlines, and make sure

that all stakeholders have the

same program expectations.

Market the program well, and

make sure that key meetings and

correspondences are facilitated

and generated by the City

Manager so that executive

management and the workforce

take the program seriously.

Make clear to participants that

participation in a succession

program is not a job guarantee,

but rather should be viewed as an

avenue to exposure and

opportunity.

Be flexible!

TOTAL PROGRAM
BUDGET

• The budget for the first phase

of the WFM Program was

approximately $1,500.

• The budget for the second

phase of the program is

approximately $12,000.

• The budget will be used for

training, coaching, and 

related costs.
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PROGRAM'S LEAD
CONTACT 

Shawnna Marques-

Maltbie,

Acting Director of Human

Resources 

(650) 991-8248 

smaltbie@dalycity.org 
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PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

The City of Santa Ana’s Public Works Agency has developed, and will soon implement, a
pilot succession plan program with the overall goal of identifying, training, and mentoring
up-and-coming talent in order for them to step into leadership roles as they become
available.

Nearly 50 percent of the Agency’s

workforce is either at retirement

age, or will be in the very near

future. Fifty-two percent of

Agency managers and supervisors

are currently eligible to retire

today, and 40 percent of Agency

staff are younger than forty. A

large portion of the Agency’s

workforce consists of long-term

employees who have developed a

tremendous amount of

institutional knowledge. As these

employees begin to retire, they

will take with them this

knowledge as well as deprive the

Agency of a strong leadership

base. As such, the Agency has

begun the process of capturing

that information and will begin

replacing these long-term

employees before their positions

are vacated. To that end, the

Agency has adopted the following

process to ensure long-term

continuity in service delivery, a

strong leadership base, and long-

term employee development:

Phase 1

Managers and supervisors will

determine which positions are

most critical to sustaining their

operations and which positions

entail unique duties and

assignments that provide critical

support to ongoing City

programs.

Managers and supervisors will be

asked to analyze the state of their

service deliverables and asked to

project into the future any

changes to services and programs

which will require changes to the

workforce’s skill sets, and to

identify opportunities to combine

or realign positions and/or

responsibilities and duties.

Once critical positions have been

identified, and if the incumbent is

at or near retirement age,

managers and supervisors will

need to meet with those

individuals to obtain their

retirement plans.

Retiring incumbents will be asked

to provide detailed information 

related to their day-to-day duties,

assignments, and responsibilities.

In addition, they will be asked to

describe in detail the skill sets

they have developed over the

course of their tenure needed to

successfully perform in the

position.

Incumbents will be asked for their

opinion of how the position has

changed during the course of their

tenure and which skill sets future

incumbents will need to develop

in the future. Incumbents will also

be asked to provide their input

regarding the reorganization or

realignment of duties and

responsibilities to achieve

organizational efficiency and

reduce bureaucratic delays in

service delivery.

Phase 2

Conduct formal, citywide

promotional recruitments for

critical positions currently staffed

by employees who have solidified

retirement plans. Encourage

employees who display potential
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JURISDICTION INFORMATION Population: 345,000

Total Full-Time Employees: 198

Total Operating Budget: $89,590,640 million

for promotion to apply for eligible

positions. (Employees not

selected, but show excellent

potential for promotion into other

positions, should be encouraged to

apply for other positions.)

Candidates who demonstrate the

greatest amount of aptitude and

who will commit themselves to

developing the skills, knowledge,

and abilities needed to

successfully perform, should be

considered for promotion.

Identify the promoted employee’s

strengths and weaknesses and

competency gaps with regard to

the necessary skill sets needed to

successfully perform in the

position, now and in the future.

Prepare individual employee

development plan to close job

competency gaps prior to

assuming job duties. Development

plans will include, but not be

limited to: Educational

advancement, job shadowing with

current incumbent, workshops

and seminars, professional

certifications, and mentoring.

The employee’s progress in

developing the new skill sets

should be closely monitored with

regular progress reports from the

incumbent.

PILOT PROGRAM

The Agency’s Office Supervisor

has announced her retirement

effective June 30, 2007, and the

Agency has already begun the

recruitment process to replace her.

The advantages of this are two-

fold: Her replacement will be

selected prior to the position

becoming vacant, thus allowing

the new incumbent to job shadow

and learn the intricacies of the job

while absorbing the institutional

knowledge the current office

supervisor has developed; and this

method will allow for a seamless

transition and continuity in

service. By providing the new

incumbent several months to

learn the position and develop the

skill sets needed to successfully

perform in the position, the new

incumbent will be able to “hit the

ground running.” Those of us in

the public sector can attest to how

long the recruitment process can

last, while in the meantime,

critical positions are left unfilled

and service levels and productivity

suffer. We hope to dramatically

lower the “learning curve” for the

new incumbent before they even

formally assume the position.

TOTAL PROGRAM
BUDGET

No funds have been budgeted for

this program. Funding for job-

related training is budgeted each

year and available for use in 

this program.
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PROGRAM'S LEAD
CONTACT 

Luis Estevez,

Senior Management

Analyst

(714) 647-5050

lestevez@ci.santa-ana.ca.us
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PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

The Strengthening the Bench Initiative is an ongoing effort to respond to the wave of
baby-boomer retirements, especially among management and professional staff. The
initiative is comprised of several interrelated elements: Workforce Analysis, Employee
Survey, Training in Succession Planning, Identification of Talent Pool, and Providing
Leadership Development Experiences.

Workforce Analysis

City Management has analyzed

the demographics of our current

work force, including the average

ages of department directors and

other executive managers (fifty-

four years of age) and division

managers (fifty-two years of age).

Each department organization

chart has been color-coded,

indicating which positions are

likely to become vacant due to

retirement within five years.

Employee Survey

To further identify the

dimensions of our demographic

and leadership challenges, and

suggest programmatic responses,

the Strengthening the Bench

Initiative conducted a confidential

employee survey via a third party.

The survey queried all employees

regarding:

• Intentions and timing of

retirement

• Their motivations for retiring

• Creative arrangements to

maintain their involvement in

the work of the organization

after retirement

• Feedback about current

leadership development

programs

• Suggestions about helping

employees develop their

potential and move up in the

organization

Based on the survey, the third-

party survey firm, DataCycles,

provided a summary report and

recommendations to the City’s

Executive Team.

Training in Succession
Planning

City Manager Frank Benest

conducted a training session in

Succession Planning for the City’s

Senior Management Team,

consisting of Department

Directors, Division Managers, and

other key managers. As part of 

the training session for the Senior

Management Team, the sixty

participants conducted discussions

addressing four key questions:

1. What are some of the critical

development needs of high-

potential employees in our

organization?

2. What are the most important

barriers to succession

planning in our organization?

How do we respond?

3. With respect to leadership

development, what are we

doing well? What are we not

doing well?

4. To help us “grow” our leaders,

who are some potential

partners and what could they

provide?

The summaries of the discussion

groups helped in formulating a

final plan for the Strengthening

the Bench Initiative.
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JURISDICTION INFORMATION Population: 60,000

Total Full-Time Employees: 1100

General Fund Budget: $129 million

Identification of a Talent
Pool

Based on the workforce analysis,

the results of the employee

survey, and discussion with key

employees in each department,

the Executive Team conducted an

off-site meeting to identify and

assess our talent pool. At this

session Department Directors

discussed and received feedback

on anticipated vacancies due to

retirement and high-potential

employees who could be further

developed to move into key

management and professional

positions. Directors also discussed

and got feedback on learning and

development activities for

employees in the talent pool.

Finally, members of the Executive

Team evaluated employees who

could move into mission-critical

vacancies in other departments. At

follow-up off-site sessions,

Executive Team members will

report on leadership development

experiences of aspiring managers

as well as update our talent pool

and succession plans.

Leadership Development
Experiences

A working group of the Senior

Management Team is currently

evaluating the array of leadership

development opportunities

provided by the City, identifying

gaps in program offerings and

making recommendations to the

Executive Team. Current

leadership development and

career-acceleration 

programs include:

• Leadership Academies. In

addition to a wide array of

skill-building courses, the

City’s Learning Program

offers a Management

Academy for up-and-comers.

The eight-week curriculum

offers classroom training, an

experiential team project, and

peer-to-peer classroom

learning and networking

opportunities. The City

recently initiated a higher-

level eight-week Executive

Leadership Academy for

seasoned employees with

potential to move into Senior

Management.

The Academies and other

learning programs are also

provided to any local

government agency in the

Bay Area through the Public

Agency Training Center

operated by the City of 

Palo Alto.

• Management Talent

Exchange Program. On

behalf of the City Manager

Associations of Santa Clara

and San Mateo Counties, the

City of Palo Alto provides the

Management Talent Exchange

Program (MTEP) for local

government agencies in the

Silicon Valley. Funded by two

associations, participating

agencies and the executive

recruiting firm of Avery &

Associates, MTEP provides a
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three-month exchange for

aspiring managers in another

agency plus group learning

forums among the

participants. Through MTEP,

participants gain new skills,

experiences, and relationships

to boost their careers. (See

Attachment D for

announcement of 

2006 MTEP.)

• Special Assignments. The

City offers high-potential

employees the opportunity to

take on a special assignment

outside their department (e.g.,

budget analyst, project team

leader) to learn new skills and

develop leadership capabilities.

• “Future Palo Alto” Brown-

Bag Lunches. On a periodic

basis, City management offers

an informal brown-bag lunch

forum to aspiring managers.

Selected Senior Managers tell

their personal stories, discuss

career paths, identify

resources for career

advancement and answer

questions.

• Cal-ICMA Coaching

Program. The City heavily

promotes the Cal-ICMA

Coaching Program which

features telephone panels on

leadership and career topics,

one-to-one coaching

matchups, regional

networking lunches with City

Managers and Department

Heads, and intensive

workshops.

• Learning Plan. All

management and professional

staff propose learning plans as

part of their annual work

plans. They are subsequently

evaluated and rewarded based

in part on completing the

learning activities.

• Development Conversations.

The City Manager conducts a

“development conversation”

with Department Directors in

respect to how they are

developing their up-and-

comers. In turn, the

Department Head conducts

development conversations

with Division Managers

regarding to the leadership

development of their staff.

PROGRAM SUCCESSES

The Strengthening the Bench

Initiative has produced a number

of positive outcomes for the Palo

Alto City organization.

First of all, the workforce analysis

and employee survey generated

hard data to better address our

challenge. Specifically, the data

helped our senior management

team and City Council understand

the dimensions and magnitude of

the next generation problem and

conclude that we had to act now.

They “get it.”

Second, the effort engaged our

entire senior management team in

creating program ideas, energy,

and ownership of the problem.

Third, individuals in the talent

pool, who have been targeted for

accelerated development are

receiving a variety of resources,

feel appreciated, and are more

likely to stay.

Fourth, we have received valuable

feedback from participants in the

Management Talent Exchange

Program (MTEP), the Cal-ICMA

Coaching Program, and the

Management Academy. Based on

the feedback, we have modified

MTEP and the Management

Academy and enhanced our

participation in the Coaching

Program.
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Finally, by including learning

plans and development goals in

employee annual work plans, we

have been able to ensure

accountability.

LESSONS LEARNED

The Strengthening the Bench

Initiative has suggested a number

of lessons:

• In order to build a strong

business case for “growing

our own leaders” and

developing a succession plan,

it is necessary to do a

workforce analysis and share

the numbers with elected

officials, managers, and all

other employees and the

Senior Staff.

• Even though the Leadership

Development/Succession

Planning effort may be

managed by the Human

Resources Department, it

must be “owned” by the

Executive Team. Without

strong support and

involvement by the Chief

Executive and Department

Directors, the effort will fail.

• Given all the demands placed

on local government

organizations, Leadership

Development/Succession

Planning must be identified

by the Chief Executive and

Executive Team as a top

priority. Otherwise, there will

be insufficient time, energy,

and attention devoted to this

critical function.

• Recognizing the equity values

of public service, it is desirable

to offer skill-building courses

and leadership development

opportunities to all

employees. However, given an

organization’s limited

resources, it is necessary to

target (at least initially)

resources on “stars” and high-

potential employees who have

been identified as part of the

talent pool.

• To effectively develop a

Succession Planning process

all organizational systems

must be aligned. For instance,

it is not sufficient to merely

offer leadership development

opportunities if employees do

not have learning plans; or

managers are not evaluated

and rewarded according to

their efforts in developing

employees; or testing and

promotional processes do not

adequately support the

Strengthening The Bench

Initiative.

• In order to ensure political

support for Leadership

Development/Succession

Planning, top management

must share the workforce

analysis with elected officials,

provide articles discussing the

demographic crisis facing local

government, and promote the

need to “grow our own

leaders” if the Council’s policy

agenda is to be effectively

carried out.

• Ultimately, we need to re-

conceptualize the role of

managers so that “talent

development” is a primary

(not secondary) responsibility.

FUTURE EFFORTS AND
CHALLENGES

As the Strengthening The Bench

Initiative proceeds, the City of

Palo Alto needs to respond to a

number of challenges:

• What are the gaps in our

leadership development

program efforts? How do we

respond? Who are appropriate

partners?
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• How do we assess our

progress in succession

planning? Are there some

private sector metrics we

could modify and adopt? 

• Do we need specific criteria to

identify high-potential

employees for our talent

pool?

• How do we best target our

efforts?

• Do we need to identify core

competencies for leaders in

our organization and then

align our training and

leadership development

experience to promote those

competencies?

• What are some practical and

resource-efficient methods for

transferring institutional

knowledge from key

employees to their successors?

• How do we gain support or

neutralize any opposition

from unions?

• How do we maintain an

organizational focus on this

critical issue?

TOTAL PROGRAM
BUDGET

Other than normal staff costs,

additional budget allocations have

been made for the following

program elements:

PROGRAM'S LEAD
CONTACT 

Frank Benest, City

Manager

(650) 329-2563

frank.benest@cityofpaloalt

o.org

Russ Carlsen, Human

Resources Director

(650) 639-2124

russ.carlsen@cityofpaloalto

.org

Employee Survey $ 5,000

(one-time cost)

Management Academy $21,000

(one Academy per year)

Management Talent $25,000

Exchange Program

(annual cost paid by the participating agencies, two

City Management Associations plus corporate

sponsor Avery & Associates)
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PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

Provides employees with continuous assessment and learning opportunities in ten core
competency areas called “schools,” including Business, Career Development, City
Operations, Communication, Inclusion, Leadership, Safety, Supervision & Management,
Technology, and Wellness. Classes are aligned with the City’s Employee Development
Policy, Skills Inventory, and Individual Development Planning process. City University
offers two certificate programs in Leadership and Supervision/Management to cultivate
the next generation of leadership.

PROGRAM SUCCESSES 

• The “City Tool Box” received

a 2003 silver CAPPIE Award

from the Sacramento Public

Relations Association.

• In 2004, the City of

Sacramento was awarded the

Sacramento Workplace Leader

(SWEL) award by the

Sacramento Area Human

Resources Association, largely

due to the City’s

Organizational Development

programs and services, such as

City University.

• Deliver over 300 classes and

workshops each year with

over 3,000 participants.

• Over 90 percent of courses are

rated 4.0 or higher (1–5 scale).

LESSONS LEARNED 

• Align class offerings with

your organization’s strategic

direction, including core

competencies and priority

skill areas.

• Engage senior leadership by

serving as advisors (“School

Deans”) and faculty.

• Establish an organization-

wide employee development

policy to establish a common

language, definitions, and

processes and roles of

employees, supervisors,

and managers.

TOTAL PROGRAM
BUDGET

The City budgets $1.3 million for

the Organizational Development

Division, which includes funding

for the City University, Career

Development, and City

Management Institute programs.L
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PROGRAM'S LEAD
CONTACT 

Brian Moffitt,

Ed.D., Organizational

Development Manager 

(916) 808-5943

bmoffitt@cityofsacramento.

org 

Visit the City University

program at:

www.cityofsacramento.org/

cityu
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City of Sacramento / City University

JURISDICTION INFORMATION Population: 457,514

Total Full-Time Employees: 5,109

Total Operating Budget: $991.9 million
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PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

The City of Sacramento Career Development program provides the following services to
employees:
• Individual, confidential career counseling and leadership coaching.
• Career development workshops via City University or customized “training on demand” 

for City Departments, Divisions, and teams.
• Special career-related events such as the City's Annual Wellness/Career Expo, 

consisting of one hundred health, wellness and education vendors attended by over 
750 employees.

PROGRAM SUCCESSES 

• Design and deliver

approximately twenty career

development workshops 

per year.

• Provide approximately 200

hours of career and leadership

coaching services per year.

• Follow-up surveys indicate

employees who attend the

Annual Wellness/Career Expo

adopt an average of 1.5

positive behavioral changes.

LESSONS LEARNED

• Establish clear career paths

among key job classification

families.

• Provide study guides to help

employees successfully

compete in testing and

selection processes.

• Dispel the fears associated

with the word “counseling.”

TOTAL PROGRAM
BUDGET

The City budgets $1.3 million for

the Organizational Development

Division, which includes funding

for the City University, Career

Development, and City

Management Institute programs.

PROGRAM'S LEAD
CONTACT 

Brian Moffitt,

Ed.D., Organizational

Development Manager

(916) 808-5943 

bmoffitt@cityofsacramento.

org

Visit the City's Career

Development website at:

www.cityofsacramento.org/

career and the City's

Wellness website at:

www.cityofsacramento.org

/wellness.
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City of Sacramento / Career Development

JURISDICTION INFORMATION Population: 457,514

Total Full-Time Employees: 5,109

Total Operating Budget: $991.9 million

Leadership and Workforce
Development
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PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

The City of Anaheim has three leadership development programs: 
• Leadership Scholarship Program 
• Degree programs on-site 
• Project Excel

These programs support the

City’s competency model for

leadership development. They

were developed because out of

Anaheim’s top managers, 93

percent are retiring or will be

eligible to retire in the next ten

years.

The city provides scholarships for

high-potential managers to attend

one-week executive leadership

programs at such places as

Harvard University, Center for

Creative Leadership, and

Columbia University. Scholarships

are typically in the range of

$4,000–$8,000, including tuition,

transportation, and room and

board. The city awards two or

three scholarships per year.

Anaheim offers on-site degree

programs, including a bachelor’s

degree program in organizational

management and a master’s

degree program in organizational

leadership and public

administration. The city does have

a tuition reimbursement program.

The city also offers a six-month

leadership academy called Project

Excel. The curriculum covers such

leadership practices as building

trust, change management, and

strategic leadership and vision.

The target audience for these

programs is high-potential

managers. The intent is to prepare

internal staff to be ready to move

into department and division

manager positions as they become

available.

PROGRAM SUCCESSES 

Two of our recent program

participants were promoted to

division managers. A past

program participant recently

became our new human resources

director.

LESSONS LEARNED

The important lessons learned

were to offer more than one type

of program for leader-ship

development depending on

schedules, personality, and

previous training/education of the

individual. Also, putting many

people through the program in a

short period of time has huge

payoffs for the organization in

terms of creating synergy around

key leadership concepts and

moving toward a learning

organization.

TOTAL PROGRAM
BUDGET

The Human Resources

Department allocates about

$350,000 per year for employee

development, excluding salaries.

The above leadership programs

are part of that budget.
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City of Anaheim / Leadership Development Programs

JURISDICTION INFORMATION Population: 350,000

Total Full-Time Employees: 2,200

Total Operating Budget: $980 million

Leadership and Workforce
Development

PROGRAM'S LEAD
CONTACT 

Connie Phillips,

Senior HR Development

Specialist

(714) 765-5256

cphillips1@anaheim.net
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PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

The Executive Development Review program was created as a development tool to
enhance the skills of employees to prepare them for promotion to positions of greater
responsibility.

Basically, the city leadership team

meets periodically to evaluate the

strengths and developmental

needs of all its

supervisory/management

employees and/or up and comers

in any position. We then

examine promotability and color

code each individual based upon

the assessment. The results are

used to ensure those reviewed get

the appropriate training to

enhance their future with the city.

PROGRAM SUCCESSES

Based upon our last assessment, a

number of talented people were

identified for focused

development, and several have

been promoted.

LESSONS LEARNED

Staff is very pleased with the

current program.

TOTAL PROGRAM
BUDGET

This program does not have a

budget. The only cost is the staff

time taken to evaluate employees.

Typically, fifteen to twenty

evaluations can be done in one

day by the city leadership team.

PROGRAM'S LEAD
CONTACT 

Terry Fitzwater,

Assistant City Manager

(916) 478-3623

tlfitzwater@elkgrovecity.org
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City of Elk Grove / Executive Development Review

JURISDICTION INFORMATION Population: 130,000

Full-Time Employees: 200

Total Operating Budget: $311 million

Leadership and Workforce
Development
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PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

The Huntington Beach Leadership Development Program consists of three segments: (1)
Management Book Club, (2) Special Assignments and, (3) Self-Directed Team workshops.
Each segment was designed by a team of directors, managers, and in the case of self-
directed team workshops, by line employees.

The Management Book Club is

operated by the Library

Department, offering a collection

of approximately 115

management books and books on

tape that are delivered to the

manager upon request to his/her

workstation and may be returned

via in-house mail. Managers

select the titles for the collection,

and each department contributes

funds for the purchases. Groups of

managers self-organize to discuss

different books.

The Special Assignments

segment offers managers a list of

special cross-department

assignments for volunteer work to

develop their skills and increase

exposure to other departments.

Directors “loan” their employee

for the special assignments with

backfilling funds being offered in

hardship cases. Assignments are

submitted by all departments and

include everything from

analyzing an operational problem

to designing a program to meet a

public need.

Self-Directed Team Workshops

provide mandatory training for all

employees in two groups—

management and non-

management. Teams of

employees, representing each

group are tasked with organizing

an outrageous training program

for their respective groups.

Management workshops are

designed twice annually and the

non-management workshops are

held annually. Themes and subject

matter are determined by the

groups and incorporate topics

such as fitness, health, city project

updates, improving performance,

growing creativity, and providing

excellent service. Outrageous

themes have included sailing to

islands, superheroes, lessons from

the Titanic, and Surf City

Adventure–Treasure Hunt.

PROGRAM SUCCESSES

Exposure of middle managers to

upper management resulting in

promotions, including the

appointment of a Deputy City

Administrator, who was given a

special assignment and succeeded,

preparing him for his Deputy

City Administrator role.

Circulation of 115 management

books and books on tape to

employees.

Public comments, touting the

positive work ethics of employees.

Completion of five workshops—

all receiving average ratings of

above average to excellent by

employees.

Overall improvement in employee

morale following a history of

employee/management strife.

Completion of ten special

assignments in the first year,

ranging from designing the

management training program to
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City of Huntington Beach / Leadership Development Program

JURISDICTION INFORMATION Population: 201,000

Total Full-time Employees: 1,192

Total Operating Budget: $319 million

implementing a quarterly capital

project tracking system.

Expanded capacity of organization

by developing managers across

departments.

Established networking of

employees across departments;

employees cite benefit from

networking in accomplishing their

daily work tasks.

LESSONS LEARNED

Employees can and will design

relevant and exciting training

programs if empowered to do so;

it sounds risky, but the rewards to

the organization surpass anything

management could design alone.

Managers want to grow but are

busy; providing convenient

learning opportunities such as the

Book Club that sends the books

directly to them and allows them

to recommend titles makes

learning easy, plus they learn you

value their time.

Learning is easy when it is made

fun such as with Huntington

Beach mingle bingo, treasure

hunts in local businesses, and local

jeopardy with special tours of city

facilities being offered as prizes.

There are many low-cost ways to

develop the next generation of

managers. Engage employees in

the quest and they will find

solutions while growing in the

process. Developing the next

generation includes non-

management employees so be

sure to include them in 

the opportunities.

TOTAL PROGRAM
BUDGET

Segment 1:

Management Book Club

(Each department contributed for

a total budget of $12,000, but only

$2,326 was used to start the

collection—all operating expenses

done within regular scope of

library duties)

Total Budget $ 2,326

Segment 2: 

Special Assignments

(Special assignments are absorbed

within existing department

budgets; salary savings may be

used for backfill)

Total Budget -0-

Segment 3:

Self-Directed Team Workshops

(Includes one management and

one non-management workshop

for 1,200 employees)

Total Budget $24,000

GRAND TOTAL  $26,326

Leadership and Workforce
Development

PROGRAM'S LEAD
CONTACT 

Bob Hall, Deputy City

Administrator

(714) 536-5482

bhall@surfcity-hb.org
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PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

The City of Roseville’s strategy will set the tone to assist staff in creating the workforce of
tomorrow. To ensure a comprehensive approach is taken, the strategy consists of four
stages that may not necessarily occur in a linear fashion:

Set Strategic Direction –

workforce planning is dependent

on the development of a strategic

plan that provides the model for

long-term success. The plan will

involve members from each

department chartered to establish

skills and competencies

throughout the organization, first

globally and then industry-

specific. Ascertaining both overall

and industry-specific skill and

competency sets will provide

baseline information necessary to

comprehensively identify where

to focus future developmental

efforts.

Conduct Workforce Analysis –

Departments’ will be required to

examine their respective

organizations and identify critical

occupations that may be vacated

due to retirements.

Supply Analysis – assessing the

current workforce to determine

what the current resources are

and evaluating how things will

evolve over time. Baseline data

will be attained through a skill

and competency analysis, and

trend analysis will provide both

descriptive and forecasting modes

assessing turnover and taking into

consideration attrition patterns.

Demand Analysis – measuring

future activities and workloads to

make informed decisions relative

to future workloads and 

work processes.

Gap/Surplus Analysis – compare

supply and demand analysis to

identify gaps. Inventorying the

current workforce to ascertain if

other current employees possess

any of the needed skills or

competencies necessary in the

future ensures we are utilizing

our in-house talent to its full

potential.

Solution Analysis – identifying

key areas of deficiency and

establishing comprehensive plans

to ensure gaps are minimized to

their greatest extent. These

solutions might include

conducting outreach to local

community colleges and trade

schools to further develop their

current attendees with the intent

of potential placement in future

opportunities within the City.

Action Plan – develop solution

strategies for closing gaps

including a communication plan.

Individual departments will

incorporate industry-specific goals

and timelines thereby creating a

comprehensive plan. Additionally,

an assessment of current practices

relative to recruitment and

retention may need to be

reevaluated while new programs

such as career development

opportunities for staff may need

to be developed. Other long-term

succession planning programs

may need to be reassessed and

modified to meet the many needs

of our growing workforce.

Implementation and Evaluation –

it is recommended that all
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City of Roseville / Workforce Development Strategy

JURISDICTION INFORMATION Population: 104,655

Total Full-Time Employees: 1,159 

Total Operating Budget: $483 million 

departments actively participate in

the development of the City’s

future workforce. Regular

communication throughout the

organization is critical along with

the continued assessment of

components to ensure we are

always at the forefront of each

industry that is represented

among the City.

In Step One, Set Strategic

Direction, six bands were

identified: Executives,

Management; Professional,

Technical, Trade, and

Administrative. To date, the City

has finalized skills and

competencies for its Department

Head level occupations

(Executives) and has proposed

Management-level Core and

Specific Competencies. The core

competency sets identified for the

Department Head and

Management-level 

occupations are:

Business Acumen Acquire and

administer human, financial,

material, and information

resources in a manner that instills

public trust and accomplishes the

organization’s mission, and the

ability to use new technology to

enhance decision-making.

Building

Coalitions/Communications

Advocate, and express facts and

ideas in a convincing manner and

to negotiate with individuals and

groups internally and externally.

It also involves the ability to

develop an expansive professional

network with other organizations

and to identify the internal and

external politics that impact the

work of the organization.

Continuous Improvement

Develop and implement an

organizational vision that

integrates key city goals,

priorities, values, and other

factors. It also involves the ability

to continually strive to improve

customer service and program

performance within our local

government framework; to create

a work environment that

encourages creative thinking; and

to maintain focus, intensity and

persistence, even under adversity.

Leading Change Maintain

continuity in an ever-changing

environment. Inherent in its

foundation is the ability to

recognize the potential within the

workforce and adapt outcomes

through the enhancement of an

individual’s strengths.

Leading People Design and

implement strategies that

maximize employee potential and

foster high ethical standards in

meeting the organization’s vision,

mission, and goals.

www.opm.gov/ses/ecq3.asp

Results-Driven Accountability

and continuous improvement are

elements of an effective leader

within the City of Roseville.

Additionally, the ability to make

Leadership and Workforce
Development
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timely and effective decisions and

produce results through strategic

planning and the implementation

and evaluation of programs and

policies is required.

Sub-competencies will then be

linked to each core competency

and proficiencies set to identify

baseline data. Once core

competencies are identified

throughout the organization, the

process of gathering industry-

specific skills and competencies

will begin.

For example, Executive-level core

competency and specific

competency sets are:

Business Acumen

Financial Management

Human Resources

Management

Technology Management

Building

Coalitions/Communications

Influencing/Negotiating

Interpersonal Skills

Oral Communication

Partnering

Political Savvy

Written Communication

Continuous Improvement

Continual Learning

Creativity and Innovation

External Awareness

Service Motivation

Vision

Leading Change

Flexibility

Change Agent

Resilience

Strategic Thinking 

Leading People

Conflict Management

Leveraging Diversity

Integrity/Honesty/Ethics

Team Building

Results Driven

Accountability

Customer Service

Decisiveness

Entrepreneurship

Problem Solving

Technical Credibility

Incumbents are provided a self-

assessment instrument to rank

the level of proficiency necessary

to the position. Small focus

groups are then conducted to

allow colleagues the opportunity

to rank other similar occupations.

These scores are tallied and

compared to ensure a clear, valid

understanding is determined

relative to proficiency level.

Once the data is collected

throughout the organization and

entered into the database, the City

will then begin Step Two of its

Strategy and conduct a workforce

analysis. We will have the skills

and competencies by occupation;

we will then need to inventory

our current workforce to identify

our Human Capital. Conducting a

gap/surplus analysis, we will

know where our workforce gaps

will be if/when retirements occur.

We will have the ability to see if

others within our organization are

prepared to fill anticipated

vacancies or if we need to

heighten our outreach efforts.

Additionally, employees will have

the opportunity to chart career

paths based on skills and

competencies, identify

courses/trainings that will help

them develop in targeted areas,

and provide the City with a

systematic approach to dealing

with anticipated workforce issues.
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City of Roseville / Workforce Development Strategy

PROGRAM SUCCESSES 

This process has allowed us to

evaluate and validate occupations

relative to skill and competency

proficiency. Having followed a

comprehensive city-wide

classification study, we are taking

a clean look at each position’s

value to the organization. To date,

the highest value has been in the

discussions about skills and

competencies, what they mean to

an organization and how

important each of these are to the

success of an individual, a

department, and ultimately 

the City.

LESSONS LEARNED 

This type of process is one that

will affect recruitment, on-

boarding, retention, performance

evaluation, career development,

succession planning, and training

functions. It is extremely complex

and time intensive. To ensure

success, a commitment of time

and resources must be made first

and foremost. This type of effort

does not have an end date and is

not considered a project. This type

of effort is a new way of doing

business.

TOTAL PROGRAM
BUDGET

We are working within our

operating budget and with current

staff—no monies have been

allocated towards this 

“special project.”

Leadership and Workforce
Development

PROGRAM'S LEAD
CONTACT 

Lisa Achen,

Training and Development

Manager

(916) 774-5205

lachen@roseville.ca.us
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PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

In order to help Covina’s employees acquire the knowledge, skills, and abilities needed to
effectively compete for the positions that will be opening up in the City in the coming
years, the City established a self-directed multi-departmental team. The Emerging
Leadership Team (Team) is made up of employees who are willing to take on the challenge
of completing projects for various departments and participate in a mentoring program
that involves formal and informal meetings with experienced Supervisors, Department
Heads, and outside experts.

The initial Team was chosen in

the following manner:

A flyer outlining the opportunity

and application process was

provided to all employees.

A panel made up of the Human

Resources Manager, Assistant

City Manager, and the City

Manager reviewed all the

applications received and chose

the Team members.

Criteria for selection included

educational goals, career goals, and

participation in current and

previous training opportunities.

Because of the number of

applications received, two multi-

departmental groups of six to

eight employees were chosen for

the first Teams.

All applicants were invited to

participate in the mentoring

program.

The Teams have completed two to

three projects each since their

inception in May of 2005. The

projects, provided to the Teams,

afford learning opportunities in

all areas of City government. The

Teams established their own

meeting schedules and project

timelines with a goal of four to

six months per project. The

Director of Human Resources, as

well as other Department Heads,

made themselves available to

advise the Teams and facilitated

the initial meetings. At the

conclusion of each project,

Executive staff met the Teams to

evaluate their output and the

process that they used to

accomplish the project.

Departments provide their

employees with the opportunity

to participate and complete their

assignments, but the employees’

current workload expectations

must continue to be met.

The mentoring program has

included discussions with the City

Manager, Department Heads,

representatives from other local

agencies, consultants, and

recruiters talking about their

experiences, the job market, and

preparing for promotion and the

growing opportunities available in

public service.

PROGRAM SUCCESSES

The projects that have been

completed by the Teams include a

new employee orientation

program, a revenue generation

feasibility study, a facility

improvement grant, and employee

recruitment videos. Five of the

initial team members have

successfully competed in

recruitments and have been

promoted to positions of greater

responsibility. Four of those

promoted to positions in Covina 
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City of Covina / Emerging Leadership Team

JURISDICTION INFORMATION Population: almost 49,378

Total Full-Time Employees: 180

Total Operating Budget: $57 million

and one to a position in 

nother City.

LESSONS LEARNED

In order for the ELT program to

succeed, support from the City

Manager and all the Department

Heads is required. As in many

organizations, time is at a

premium in Covina. Without the

support of Executive staff

allowing the participating

employees to work and attend

meetings, the program cannot

succeed. It has also been

important to develop a list of

projects so that the Teams can

choose challenging projects that

stretch their abilities.

TOTAL PROGRAM
BUDGET

The budget for the first year of

the ELT was approximately

$2,500. The budget was used for

training and training-

related costs.

Leadership and Workforce
Development

PROGRAM'S LEAD
CONTACT 

Robert Neiuber,

Director of Human

Resources, IPMA-CP

(626) 858-5551

rneiuber@ci.covina.ca.us
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CITY OF COVINA FLYER
JOIN THE EMERGING LEADERSHIP TEAM

Over the next five years, one out of every three City of Covina employees will be eligible to retire

including over 70 percent of all Supervisors and Department Heads. Do you have the knowledge, skills,

and abilities to successfully compete for the positions that will open? Join the Emerging Leadership

Team and prepare yourself for future career advancement.

The Emerging Leadership Team (Team) is made up of employees who are willing to take on the

challenge of completing projects for various departments, and participate in a mentoring program that

involves formal and informal meetings with experienced Supervisors, Department Heads, and outside

experts.

The City is looking for four to six additional employees willing to be part of a multi-departmental

Team. Interested employees should submit a current resume and answer the questions at the bottom

of the page. Although only four to six additional employees will be chosen for the Team, every

employee that applies will be included in the ongoing mentoring program.

It is expected that the Team will complete two to three projects in a year and that the City will provide

the resources necessary in order to successfully accomplish this goal. The projects, which will be

provided to the Team, will afford learning opportunities in all areas of City government. Developing a

customer service/Team building training program is just one of the upcoming projects. The Team will

establish its own meeting schedule and project timeline with a goal of three to four months per

project. The Human Resources Manager, as well as other Department Heads, will be available to advise

the Team and facilitate initial meetings. At the conclusion of each project, Executive staff will join the

Team to evaluate their output and the process that they used to accomplish the project. Departments

will provide their employees with the opportunity to participate and complete their assignments, but

the employees’ current workload expectations must continue to be met.

This opportunity is open for all employees. The goal of this program is to assist employees in gaining

the knowledge, skills, and abilities necessary to successfully compete for the positions that will be

opening up in the City of Covina. If you are interested in participating in the Emerging Leadership
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City of Covina / Emerging Leadership Team

Leadership and Workforce
Development

Team, please submit a current resume and answer the following questions:

What are your career goals and what steps have you taken to prepare yourself to reach those goals?

What educational goals have you completed or plan on achieving that will help you to meet your 

career goals?

What specific training related to your career goals have you completed in the last three years?

What do you like most about public service?

Please answer the above questions on a sheet(s) of paper separate from the resume. Please make sure to put

your name at the top of each page. Please submit the resume and answers to the Human Resources

Department by December 14. Applicants will be notified by December 18.

If you have any questions, please notify the Director of Human Resources, Robert Neiuber, at extension 551.
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PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

The City of Santa Rosa recognizes employees must excel in two key areas to be successful:
technical job skills and interpersonal skills. We look for employees with both skill sets and
are committed to encouraging and supporting the further development of their
interpersonal skills. The Leadership Program develops and encourages skills in effective
communication, collaboration, and leadership.

Goals of the Leadership Program

are to:

• Enhance and improve

individual and organizational

communications.

• Establish organizational

expectations of interpersonal

interactions.

• Create a benchmark by which

to hold all members of the

organization accountable for

being interpersonally

competent.

• Build an organizational

culture that fosters treating

people with respect and

dignity.

Specific Objectives are to:

• Promote individual

responsibility to raise issues

and solve problems.

• Improve/enhance peer

relationships.

• Develop effective group/team

interactions.

• Build relationships between

employees and their direct

supervisors.

• Promote interaction with the

entire organization.

The Leadership program consists

of two core elements: Skill-

building and accountability.

Skill-Building

All employees of the City are

required to participate in the

Leadership Program. The intent is

to have all new employees

enrolled in the program within

their first few months of

employment with the City of

Santa Rosa. Currently, the

training consists of six, half-day

sessions. Each session addresses

one topic:

Day One: Principles and 

Qualities of 

Genuine 

Leadership

Day Two: Coaching: Bringing 

Out the Best in 

Others

Day Three: Listening in a Hectic 

World

Day Four: Giving and Receiving

Constructive 

Feedback

Day Five: Addressing Emotions

at Work

Day Six: Resolving Conflicts 

with Your Peers

Leadership Program modules

contain both positive and negative

video-based examples. The

modules and training materials

are purchased from

AchieveGlobal, Inc.

Basic Principles of interaction are

the focus of the first session. The

Basic Principles are:

• Focus on the situation, issue

or behavior, not on the

person.

• Maintain the self-confidence

and self-esteem of others.

• Maintain good relationships

with your employees, peers,

and managers.
145
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City of Santa Rosa / Leadership Program

JURISDICTION INFORMATION Population: 157,145

Total Full-Time Employees: 1,000+

Total Operating Budget: $388 million

• Take initiative to make things

better.

• Lead by example.

These five statements have

proven to be the key to our

success in changing the culture of

the City of Santa Rosa. All of the

other training concepts (from

Coaching to Resolving Conflicts)

illustrate ways to utilize the Basic

Principles.

Accountability

The Basic Principles provide a

framework for managers and

supervisors to address

interpersonal issues quickly. They

are included in every employee’s

(including supervisors and

managers) performance

evaluation. Other key elements

from the training appear in

performance evaluations on a

developmental basis.

PROGRAM SUCCESSES

The Leadership Program

(originally called the WORKING

program) was initiated to address

issues identified in an

organizational health assessment

conducted by an outside

consultant. The study found the

organization lacking in several

areas: communication, common

understanding about the values of

the organization, and employee

involvement.

This training has had a significant

impact on the culture of the City

of Santa Rosa:

• Expectations of the use of

interpersonal skills are clearly

communicated to all

employees.

• Employees, supervisors, and

managers regularly use the

language learned in the

training program. It’s not

unusual for employees to

suggest using The Basic

Principles as ground rules in

meetings that address

contentious issues.

• Supervisors and managers use

The Basic Principles to coach

employees through difficult

conversations.

• Employees recognize when

they see a problem it is their

responsibility to raise it and

initiate some kind of positive

action, instead of complaining

about it.

• The training serves as a way

to communicate and

emphasize organizational

values governing

interpersonal interactions.

• The Basic Principles have

become internalized and part

of the culture. When

necessary, employees remind

each other to use them.

• Department Heads recognize

the value of the training and

actively support their

employees’ use of the skills.

They understand they are

Leadership and Workforce
Development
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expected to be positive role

models.

• The Leadership Program

established a foundation that

has allowed the City to adopt

more collaborative processes

such as Interest-Based

Problem-Solving, and

Mediation and Interest-Based

Negotiations with most of our

bargaining units.

• The combination of all the

above programs at the City of

Santa Rosa has made a

significant, tangible

difference. There are very few

disciplinary issues. Grievances

and harassment complaints

are almost non-existent in our

workplace.

LESSONS LEARNED

Create organizational systems

that will support the application

of the skills. Without the use of

systemic tools (e.g. performance

evaluations) there is little hope

for transfer of training from the

seminar to the job site.

Pre-packaged training programs

are an excellent way to start. The

materials and videos utilized in 

this training are not customized

to the City of Santa Rosa.

Starting with an off-the-shelf

program allowed a level of

consistency in the delivery of

training that might not have been

available without the use of a pre-

packaged program.

Utilize internal trainers. The

fastest way to learn something is

to have to teach it to others.

Employees from several different

departments are certified

instructors. This accomplishes two

things:

1) It communicates that using

good interpersonal skills is an

organizational issue (not a

Human Resources issue) and 

2) It provides immediate,

internal mentors and role

models.

Hold employees accountable for

what they learn. Many training

sessions are delivered with little

or no follow-up. There is no clear

expectation that employees are

expected to utilize the skills on-

the-job. Building accountability

into the performance evaluation

system is a clear way to indicate

the importance and value of

applying the skills.

Get executive management

support up front. There are a

couple of facets to executive

management support:

1) Funding. The cost of training

materials is only part of the

expense. The other cost is

time away from the job.

Department Head support

allows participation in

training to be a priority.

During times of financial

duress this program has not

been cut, largely because of

Department Head support.

2) Participation. Employees at all

levels in the City attend this

training—including

Department Heads.

Department Head attendance

emphasizes the significance of

the skills learned.

Let the program evolve. The

original WORKING program

consisted of thirteen half-day

modules. As employees became

more sophisticated and needs

changed, the Leadership Program

was adopted and shifted to six

half-day modules.

Next year the Program will make

another shift. Session One – The

Principles and Qualities of
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City of Santa Rosa / Leadership Program

Genuine Leadership will remain

the same. The other four modules

are being developed in-house and

will focus on: Providing

Exceptional Customer Service,

Communications, Conflict

Resolution, and Critical Thinking

and Ethical Decision-Making.

At the City of Santa Rosa we are

fortunate to have two employees

whose primary job responsibility

is Training and Organizational

Development. Most municipal

organizations don’t have this

luxury. However, municipalities of

varying sizes and structures can

benefit from using this type of

leadership model to build the

skills of the next generation. You

will be creating a culture with

integrity and an environment that

supports employees in building

their capacity for good working

relationships and effective

problem solving.

TOTAL PROGRAM
BUDGET

The budget for program books

runs approximately $35,000 per

year. There is an additional fee of

about $3,000 to certify

instructors.

Leadership and Workforce
Development

PROGRAM'S LEAD
CONTACT 

Chris Sliz,

Internal Organizational

Development Consultant

(707) 543-3072

csliz@srcity.org
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PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

A Leadership Book Club was instituted as a means of inspiring City of La Palma
employees at all levels of the organization to read books on leadership and discuss ways
of applying principles in the workplace. 

Additional goals were to:

1. Provide a forum for

employees from all levels and

departments of the

organization to gather to

discuss leadership and its

benefits to the organization.

2. Provide an easy, inexpensive

method for in-house training

of employees.

3. Provide an opportunity for

employees to improve their

knowledge in areas other than

technical topics.

The Book Club was open to any

full- or part-time employee

wishing to participate. Several

“ground rules” guided the

process.

1. Reading of the materials had

to be done on the employee's

own time.

2. Employees obtained the books

at their own expense, unless

extra copies were available

within the organization.

3. Meetings of the Leadership

Book Club were held during

lunch hours, under a “brown-

bag” format.

Book Club Participants were asked

to submit titles for potential

books to the Leadership Book

Club Coordinator (in this case, the

City Manager). The City Manager

selected the first book for the

group to read, The Seven Habits

of Highly Effective People by

Stephen R. Covey, and served as

the primary facilitator for

discussion. Subsequent books

were selected by the consensus of

the group, and different

employees took turns leading the

discussions. Meetings were held

every three to four weeks,

depending on the length and

complexity of the book 

being read.

PROGRAM SUCCESSES

Over a period of about eight

months, the Leadership Book Club

read three books on leadership.

The Club attracted about ten

participants (out of sixty-five full-

time employees), primarily at the

executive management and

professional management levels.

Overall feedback from the

participants was very positive.

LESSONS LEARNED

Participants will gravitate toward

shorter, less time-consuming

books, when given the choice-and

when they are expected to

facilitate the discussions.

Sustainability of the group has

proven to be difficult, particularly

since most of the work is done on

the employee's own time. New

crises, changing Council priorities,

etc., also impacted the time and

interest of participants over time.

One person should coordinate

meeting scheduling and sending

out reminders to participants.
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City of La Palma / Leadership Book Club

JURISDICTION INFORMATION Population: 16,081

Total Full-Time Employees: 65

Total Operating Budget: $24.7 million

TOTAL PROGRAM
BUDGET

N/A

Leadership and Workforce
Development

PROGRAM'S LEAD
CONTACT 

Dominic Lazzaretto,

Interim City Manager,

City of La Palma

(714) 690-3395

dominicl@cityoflapalma.org

Catherine Standiford,

Assistant City Manager,

City of Santa Ana 

(714) 647-5200

cstandiford@ci.santa-

ana.ca.us
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PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

In the spring of 2000, the City of Santa Clara and the Director of Human Resources, Ms.
Renée Rungis, initiated a management-level training Program of leadership development,
designed to enhance existing leadership skills among Department Directors and Division
Heads, as well as assist in the development or renewal of these skills among newer
management within the City. 

The Program is entitled

“Leadership in the 21st Century,”

and over the years it has become

an excellent source of knowledge

and a frequent resource for City

employees. The Program was

developed by Zenger-

Miller/Learning International, a

worldwide leader in employee

development. Several years ago

Zenger-Miller merged with

another company to become

AchieveGlobal, Inc., and at

present, all presentation materials,

books and videos, as well as

training for instructors, are

available through AchieveGlobal.

Due to the overwhelming

popularity of the class, the City

has presented approximately two

“Leadership in the 21st Century”

seminars per year during the past

several years.

“Leadership in the 21st Century”

(Program) focuses on leadership

challenges that face everyone in

today’s fluid, less centrally

controlled organizations:

• Meeting day-to-day

performance goals

• Working effectively in a

cross-functional environment

• Demonstrating initiative and

self-reliance and fostering

these qualities in others

• Combining both the

generalist and specialist

perspective

• Tackling ambiguous, open-

ended problems in a more

free-form organization

SCOPE OF PROGRAM

1. The Program is taught by an

instructor licensed through

AchieveGlobal, Inc., who is

also the Training and

Development Coordinator for

a local county government-

training center.

2. The Program is a four-hour

session, one day per week for

six weeks.

3. The Program is open to

Management employees, and

occasionally outstanding

supervisory employees

aspiring to be future

management employees.

4. The Program is voluntary, and

participants are selected for

the Program by their

Department Directors.

Occasionally, employees

request admission to the

Program, and if there are

openings they can obtain a

recommendation from their

Department Director.

5. Program participants work

with their managers on an

“Action” plan, the focus of

which is the implementation

of the seminar into the

employee’s schedule, skills to

focus on while in training,

and meetings with the

manager to keep them advised

of the training.
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City of Santa Clara / Leadership in the 21st Century

JURISDICTION INFORMATION Population: 110,000

Total Full-Time Employees: 881

Total Operating Budget: $492,000,000

Participants are given several

worksheets, one directed to their

managers, and one to themselves,

detailing areas in which they hope

to improve, and areas on which

their managers might want them

to focus more closely.

Once the Program has started, the

group attends a four-hour seminar

once a week, for seven weeks,

with activities, videos, interaction,

role-playing and information-

sharing, which applies to the

particular topic of that meeting.

Topics include:

I. Basic Principles for a

Collaborative Workplace

• Creates a collaborative

climate for cooperation and

sharing of ideas

II. Managing Your Priorities

• How to handle priorities,

coordinate, and negotiate

responsibilities

III. Bringing Out the Best in

Others

• Designed to maximize the

performance of employees

IV. Giving and Receiving

Constructive Feedback

• Constructive approaches to

honest, objective feedback

V. Personal Strategies for

Navigating Change

• An approach to navigating

and dealing with change

effectively

VI. Influencing for Win-Win

Outcomes

• Learn how to analyze,

develop, and present new

ideas

VII. The Leader in Each of Us

• Critical strategies to

encourage more effective

leadership

In addition to the course content,

the seminar incorporates the

Ethics and Values of the City of

Santa Clara, and emphasizes their

application within this Program.

There is usually “homework” for

each session, so that participants

are able to utilize concepts

immediately and put them to use

in the workplace.

At the end of the seven-week

seminar, there is a “graduation”

reception held, and participants

and their managers are invited,

along with Department Directors,

the Director of Human Resources

and the City Manager. Certificates

of completion are awarded to the

participants, and both a verbal and

a written evaluation of the class

takes place at that time. Further, a

reunion one full year later is held

for participants, to foster idea

exchanges and information.

PROGRAM SUCCESSES

Leadership in the 21st Century

has been an integral part of the

training available in the City of

Santa Clara for almost seven

Leadership and Workforce
Development
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years now. During the past few

years, an average of twenty-eight

to thirty management employees

took advantage of the availability

of the class. All of them have

expressed their thanks and have

recommended the Program highly

to other City employees who have

not yet gone through the

Program. At the present time, 54

percent of current management

employees have attended and

completed the class since its

introduction to the City of Santa

Clara. In addition, many of our

recently retired employees had

completed the seminar. All of the

graduates are unanimous in their

praise of the principles, values,

and strategies that are the

backbone of this Program, and

agree that it has benefited them

greatly in the workplace.

LESSONS LEARNED

This Program has taught, and

continues to emphasize the core

ethics and values of the City of

Santa Clara within the framework

of Leadership in the 21st Century,

and allows employees to integrate

and utilize these values and the

principles they have learned in

the context of their jobs. The

Program is a huge success. At the

annual reunion of graduates each

year, the instructor and the

employees exchange ideas,

situations, and strategies they

have utilized, learned, and applied

in their jobs. Employees

frequently contact fellow

classmates in other departments

for assistance or just to keep in

touch. This Program has

promoted a closer interaction

between departments, as well as

growth and development of the

City’s management employees,

which in turn allows the City to

better serve the community.

TOTAL PROGRAM
BUDGET

The City’s Human Resources

Department budgets

approximately $10,000 per fiscal

year to implement the Leadership

in the 21st Century Program.

PROGRAM'S LEAD
CONTACT 

Renée Rungis,

Director of Human

Resources

(408) 615-2080

rrungis@ci.santa-clara.ca.us
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City of Santa Clara / Leadership in the 21st Century

Leadership and Workforce
Development

LEADERSHIP IN THE 21ST CENTURY
LETTER TO MYSELF

I understand that new knowledge, skills, and abilities are enhanced or become habit-forming when

practiced. I, therefore, will challenge myself to study and/or practice some parts of each module on a

weekly basis. I will write myself a letter, committing to change ineffective supervisory patterns to

more productive ones as a product of this seminar. In this letter I will include:

1. the area(s) I'd like to work on during this seminar;

2. the type of practice I'm committing to during the workshop;

3. a measurable objective I have for myself as a result of this workshop; and 

4. my plan for reviewing my own progress.

Date:  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Dear:  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Sincerely,  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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LEADERSHIP IN THE 21ST CENTURY
LETTER TO MY BOSS

Dear  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

I will be participating in the Leadership in the 21st Century Program over the next seven weeks.

These are the areas I'm hoping to gain and looking forward to enhancing by leadership abilities:

1.

2.

3.

What particular areas would you like me to focus on?

1.

2.

3.

In order to make this session productive I would like the following ongoing participation from you:

 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Thank you, in advance, for your support of my learning and efforts during this workshop.

Manager's Signature  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Participant's Signature  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Date:  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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City of Santa Clara / Leadership in the 21st Century

Leadership and Workforce
Development

INCREASING THE BENEFITS
OF PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Action Plan

1. When are you going to meet with your employee to discuss his/her participation in the program?

2. In order to enhance his/her overall performance, what specific skills will you suggest your

employee focus on in the program?

3. What will you do to make it easier for your employee to attend all the sessions (e.g., scheduling

work, meetings)?

During the Training Program

4. How will you ensure that you and your employee will meet on a regular basis to discuss what is

being learned?

5. What will you do to consciously model the Basic Principles?
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